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In the area of high altitude detection, the W-Division work which has been

going on for many months has developed an open window photomultiplier detector

which is to be placed aboard Discoverer missiles in October and December of 1962.

These flights “should be useful in determining the radiation background which a

. satallite will encounter in space.”

The section on testing indicates that Fisher caused considerable equipment

due to its yield and cratering effects. Three amplifiers and a power supply were

completely destroyed and the zero rack and Perkins supply

loss

suffered lesser damages.

transducer measurementsAlso, due to the high pressures experienced, the pressure

on Fisher were of no value since the ranges chosen were too low. “The Bourdon

pressure gauges yielded interesting informaiton although pressures developed

were

Thus

than

higher than gage ranges (greater than 300 PSI).’f

far there has been no real mention of any possibilities for testing other

the NTS with the exception of the outfitting of the C-130 aircraft.

Documentation in early December of 1961 indicates that Sandia is requesting 72M-5

Rocket Motors from the Army Guided Missle Agency (ARGMA) and is to fill the re-
T: r-,+.-

Pz

quirement for diagnostic rockets * the 3 AEC Laboratories, to be launched by Sand~aY

and requesting delivery by Fe?a1, 1962.

(g/
Here are two letters from Harold Brow-nto Seaborg dated 1 Dec. on slightly

9 Rh
different subjects. The

tests and Brown mentions

committee) by the sudden

first covers the proper procedures for inclusion of effects

the “confusion caused at our recent meeting (of the NSC sub-

injection of a high altitude effects shot sponsored by

LASL.” With this somewhat misunderstood position as a basis, Brown goes on to

discuss

and the

the problems with the grey area in responsibility between the DOD

AEC and the surface neutron effects tests which has also come into the



tests series thru LASL and not thru DASA as

just tries to clarify the procedures as the

including AEC measurements on

DASA. The second letter from

with the possible atmospheric

disagreements. He lists 6 of

DOD shots and

it should according to Brown. He

DOD feels they should be followed for

for properly proposing DOD tests thru

Brown addresses the

shot list and gives

the AEC tests which

letter to the President on 29 Nov.

Brown and the DOD’s specific

for one reason or another the

DOD does not feel should be included in the initial list. Basically they feel

they don’t meet the following criteria: “they can be fully justified on the basis

of real (tho not necessarily immediate) military importance, and there would be

very great difficulty in performing them in other environments.” Brown makes no

mention of communicating these disagreements and exclusions to anybody but Seaborg.

Note that there were frequent exchanges between Mainkins

Seaborg and Rusk, as well as other high level officials, thru

agreement and planning and working out of details

Nevada.

A 1 Dec. TWX from Froman to Betts covers the LASL
?&l ~

high altitude shot. He notes that neither of the DOD

for testing

of the United Kingdom,

Dee; addressing the

the UK device in

proposal for additional

proposed shots are fully
~ /$’2

satisfactory for learning how to test warheads in space> in particular because

with the yield and altitude of Starfish, it is so close as to cause serious

saturation problems in detectors suitable for diagnostics in space testing.

Froman believes we should check out the methods of testing in space in order to

avoid ignorance in that field such as we have had

Spedfically, LASL proposes that the AEC sponsor a

altitude and of 165 kilotons or less. Additional

about underground testing.

shot of 1000 or more kilometers

merits to this proposal are that

the incremental costs will be small for the liEC since they will certainly instrucnent

and be highly manned for the 400 kilometer shot, and also Argus effects for the DOD,

data relevant to Vela Hotel, and Vela Sierra, and pure physics data, as bell as

some data on fallout from that altitude.

,
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- A I December TWX from Froman to Betts discusses that LASL does not feel any of
CQ

/ th~” .altitude tests can readapted to f.llysatisfy the investigation.

of testing warheads in space. Thus LASL proposes that the AEC sponsor a

1000 or more kilometer shot of 165 H or less.

- A 2 December TWX from Hertford t-o 8etts is a reply to a request from DNA

on 27 November for the Laboratoryts feelings on the integration of the Ve

Hotel effort with the planned high altitude shots. Briefly it is pointed

that LASL and Sandia have addressed many of the questions in the preparat

of th;VEla Hotel program but- will now be usefui in planning for .

making measurements on the high attitude experiments. Thus the LASL Vela

a

Out

on

Hote I

people who will now be working on the high altitude program, are in a good

position to.present their engineering and production requirements having

solved the R&D problems on the LASL7~fc..~.r~--Tpackage for space testing and,

using outside fabrication and other expediencies, the ~<6,Ar=~Cn~ portion of —

the Vela Hotel satellite is ready to go,ahead. Sandia has reorganized their

field test group to separate the division that will be addressing the

high altitude testweG~A~eMCk ~from the division addressing Vela Hotel.

Thus, the impact of high altitude weapons testing on the Vela Hotel program

is.as detailed here in relation to the AEC fulfilling their commitment

+-n +ho ARPA .rn.~.m

A memo from Captain Craig of the DNA Test Office to Gen. Betts on J.December
covers the last atmospheric tests coordination meeting held by DASA on
28 November since all future meetings will bc held under the jurisdiction
of JTF8. It is noted that General Starbird and a few of his staff are at P i
ALO and may visit Vandenberg ’on their way back to Washington. And that on
his return Starbird will recommend one of three systems being considered for

high altitude delivery to Genral Booth the director of DASA. Gen. Polhamus
is mentioned here and 1 infer that he is the deputy director of DASA.
There is little new information here except that a statement that JTF8 is

doing parallel planning for the overseas operation and is considel-ing a

combination air/sea operation perhaps utilizing Hawaii and Johnston Island
and another alternative of using Christmas Island or other island for a

base of operations. The DoD funding “picture is presented as follows: they

presently have 18 million dollars for atmospheric operations and expect to
obtain 32 million more from the emergency fund for a total of SO million for

FY 62 and expect to have 100 million included in their Fy 63 budget.

.



There is no further correspondence until I December 1961 when in discussions

gi
* s. .-...— //

of the atmospheric and high altitude testing being thought of the outer
fi/\

L space testing question came up again. In a TWX on this date from Frohman

}&&@? ~f LASL to E3etts, it is noted that continuing studies now being proposed

for high altitude tests are not really satisfactory for learning how to ‘

test warheads in outer space. The high yield test of 400 kilometers being

planned is too large to really address the question of diagnostics in

outer space. LASL feels. that to avoid ignorance in these fields such as

we had in the area of underground testing when the moratorium ended that

the AEC should sponsor a shot of something like !65 K at 1,000 kilometers.

Not only would this shot be done quite in line with the other high

altitude shots since ”the capability would already be there but they could

address da+a relevant to the Vela Hotel and Vela Sierra programs.

cl
1 Dec. correspondence

entitled, “Initial }lanning

6Nov. 1961 (#SM-1201-61).

from DASA to Air

Requirements for

Apparently this

t

Force and Navy cites a document

*
Headquarters JTF-8’’ancldated

document assigned a certain number

of each of these services personnel to JTF-8. Cf

-.

A&~?~cember letter from General John Samuel ofDASA Annex (JTF8) to
----- - .- . A4-

/!72
General McCorkle notes that the JCSwill soon consider a paper which will

.-
clarify the respective roles of each of the military services in planning

for the test resumption. Rather than wait for sucha letter and direction

from I-Ieadqu’arters Air Force, Samuel feels that all concerned organizations

must move at once to tie downas many of the loose ends as possible.

Conscquentlyhe is forwarding a letter a draft of which has already been seen

by McCorkle to the air staff asking that they designate an air force planning

agency for the tests and that JTF8 is thinking of AFSWC in that capacity.

.



AI1 U1-U~L lIUL LU WcLb LfJ lUrL~l~r Llrne Uncll Sucn ueclslOIIS are made on ~orIY@lltles,

Sam**el asks that the Al?StVC planners get back to work on the more extended

operation that is beginning to take shape and on which they did so much

preps ration when

eyes and cars in

it was known as Blue Straw. Samuel offers to act as the

Washington for AFSWC to inform them of anything that may

have an implication on the Air Force role. He notes that he has been

infermed that the AFSWC staffwill soon be augmented as they have requested.

Attached to this cover letteris a firstcut at a current statusreport for JTF8.

Since this status report

documented elsewhere,

contains mostly the same information I have

I will note only those items that look somewhat new.

As for the status of Christmas Island he notes its desirability but also the

improbability of having it and states, ~’ naturally we must see if time and

facilities will permit us to establish the Eniwetok type control center t here

with backup in the form of an aircraft carrier. As to the overall picture,

however, I feel that we will in great part have to look at Christmas as a

distant Bikini with Hawaii subs tituting as the Eniwetok type hame base. “

As for Jarvis, he notes that one of the thoughts as to getting this Island

for a land base shop is that it is close enough to Christmas for sampler

,

aircraft support. For conjugate point measurements, he states that

AFSWC must look into the minimum air support requirements in the

Samoa-Fij i area As for the possibilities for the air drop program he states

the following !! because of increased requirement for diagn ostic data not

programed in Blue Straw, detailed inquiry into capability for precision open

sea drops is mandatory. We are currently suggesting as possible alternates

a sea born control center, a special control radar for the drop aircraft, and

the positioning of precise clccp anchored, survivable radar offset floats. “
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AFSWC History Office

Samuel sent a 4 December memo to Headquarters Air Force (AFRDC-AE)
—. —...— —

urging them to set up immediately an Air Force planning and operation

agency designated and manned to assist the Joint Task Force on the

Air Force side of planning for the upcoming operations. Due to the need

experienced personnel on a rapi~ basis he requests authorization for the

following: “a. extensive latitude ‘by name’ designation of key personnel.

b. immediate TDY manning of an adequate planning staff to see this

for

headquarters and the Air Force planning agency though the critical initial

danning and kickoff phases. “

4 December m 4$/ General Assembly (XVI) adopts resolution
}

aski.n~Secretary-General to inquire into II
conditions under which countries not now
possessing nuclear weapons might form c/f. “non-nuclear club.” vote: 58 yeS, 10 No,
23 Abstaining.

Second Assembly resolution calls for inter-
national agreemnt under which nuclear powers
would refrain from giving nuclear weapons or
information necessary for their manufacture
to non-nuclear countries. Resolution adopted
by acclamation.

t’-G35’ .) &tL+ JL4 .....~
A 4 ‘ ecember 1961 TWX from J im Reeves to—e<~

Kirkland, documents the proposed visit to

facilities there on [2 and 13 December.

Sugden (OFO/ALO); J. Ryan, M. Curran, F.

-.

#sK

Gen. McCorkle, Commander of A%@ of

inspect Johnston Island and the

The AEC party will consist of Jim

Drake, or J. Pellet, H & N; and

two Sandia representatives. Also, Douglas Corporation will be represented.

Also by this message permission is requested for the AEQ con~ractor to visit

Vandenberg on a continuous basis to survey the
-+ns’a’’a’ion t~reJ

and for the AEC architect engineer to receive ~shbowl criteria from the user

++=(-N
and for ++&f-+I-odeal with the ~sllbowl user on engineering and design matters.



from Arthur Dean

to the SecTetary of State

~ere~s a most interesting memo
at a lunch In Geneva

on 30 November.

a conversation
right.

*can Steered
on his

ft and Godber of UK sat lttoasscmb~c

T~arapkin
be a good idea

to whether
it might not

in an effort to review the ent~rc

the UK and the US scientists ,,,ork Out
somcthinf!

the Soviet> could ‘ot

. . . .lma to Scc
whether fJc

the conversation around

that would be acceptable to the Soviet Union from a control standpoint and from an

on site inspection standpoint.” Tsarapkin firmly asked “Do you really want to know

why we resumed nuclear testing on Sept. l?” Dean replied that he was very much

interested and Tsarapkin continued “the sole and only reason {(eresumed testing was

~because we were concerned lest you actually were ahead of us in this field of

nuclear weapons. We know that you had plans to destroy the Soviet Union and its

people with the use of nuclear weapons and when Ke proposed to end the allied

rights in West Berlin by the neg.s!~iation of a treaty with East Germany requiring

the re~nego~iation with them of these rights,
that you said that you would re-

spond if necessary by the use of nuclear weapons in connection with lVest Berlin

and so far we have not been able to convince you that the signing of the treaty

with East Berlin was really realistic in 1961 as compared to 194S.
Since we

knew also that you planned to attack the Soviet with nuclear \(eapons,we decided

to test. We have carried out a well planned and well executed series of tests

and know we know that you are definitely not ahead of us in this field and

that if you decide to use nuclear weapons,
you wiIl get a Iitcle worse than you

send. You and your country might as well know that in view of the present tensions

anvfljrtherin this world, there is no possibility whatsoever of/negoclatlons on the nuclear
—

test ban agreement. The Soviet Union will not accept any control posts on its

territory and will not under any circumstances except on site inspections.” Al-

thought Dean tried to keep the conversation on a more pleasant but firm basis and

Godber asked a great many questions,
Tsarapkin continued ver!’ earnestly getting



his point across that at the moment “nothing would he worked out except general

and complete disarmerment and then of course there would be no nuclear weopons

to test.” In discussion later on amqmgst the three of them, Tsarapkin reiterated

his points and kept noting the plans of the milit~rists in the Western Count’ires

to destroy the Soviet Union and its people with nuclear warfare and noting that

this did not have to do with the sincere efforts of the ncgc&iators but had to

do only with the militarists.

Here is a 4 Dec. 61 memo from Miller to Reeves documented a 30 Nov. meeting

at ALO of key

document with

open sea plan

files.

AEC Dominic personnel, including Ogle, and since this secret

many details of the organization and set-up for the overseas Pfl

are contained herein, I will copy it in its entirety for our

Here is a 4 Dec. 1961 memorandum for Johnson from Starbird

the first progress report of JTF-8. Starbird states that JTF-8

which is, I believe,

is developing a
%i=

~i
concept of operations for an open seas initially with later phases to be conducted

in the open sea’sor at Christmas Island should it become available. Various

proposals from the services for the high altitude events are being studied by his

staff with the booster reliability, system availability, and data collection

requirements being addressed. Johnston Island is considered to be the location

for these events unless the Navy proposal for firing from a ship is adopted. The

JTF position on the high altitude testing will be forwarded to the Chief of DASA

by 6 Dec. The Task Force is also studying the location of and execution of the

LASL surface tests in the Pacific.

As for manning, the 51 of the 69 persons required have reported and the initial

increment should be filled by 15 Dec.

5 - 10 December Ogle, Shook (AFS~’:C), Ryan @ & ~), aRd British ~;~nt

5

a
to Christmas Island to investigate possibilities as
test base.



A 5 December TWX from DASA to AFSWC quotes in fulla progress report

of Joint Task Force 8 sent from 12ASA to Jerry Johnson on 4 December.

Itnotes the status of planning for the Pacific Operation stating that planning

& zis being oriented toward open seas operations initially with later phases

either in the open seas or at Christmas Island should the latter become

available.. As for high altitude events which the services are providing various

proposals for, Johnston Island is conside red to be the location unless the

Navy proposal for ship firing is adopted. DASA says

decision of JTF8 on this matter by 6 December. The

that they wilI have the

Joint Task Force also

is planning for at least one event in a remote land area (Jarvis ). Manning Of

the initial increment of the Joint Task Force is proceeding as follows: of the

69 personnel requested , the services had .clcsignatcd 60 by .namc of which 51

have reported for duty and the remainder should report prior to 15 Decembe~-.

# - -76-

0
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Test bulletin #7 on 5 December
states t~at the present plan for the Pacific /l

“$ ;~-:

=.. _ 1..

is a 3 month series beginning
1 April .-

4/
. .

A 5 I)ecember letter
from Jim Scott and Don ShuSter to the Labomtomes gives

the

These are tethered

pj
T

“payload capabilities
of the proposed Aemd~mic

Balloon System ●”

restrictions, 5000 lbs.
of payloti to 1500 feet

balloons

and 3500

which can carry, with no wind

lbs. to 5000 feet. A3.so, the

at various d-t itudes i-s given

amount of movement of the balloon In

and it i.s noted that actual movement
30 knots

w511 be verified by fl~ht testi%
somettie in Janua~ of 62.

Winds Up to

a~d payloads

. ‘
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The

-A 5 December letter from Hans Bethe to Bradbury discusses the question of

atmospheric testing and in particular notes Bethers recent conversation with

President Kennedy and Dr. Seaborg. Bethe still feels that the US has a

considerable propaganda advantage in the eyes of the world since they haven’t CL

done any testing other than underground and that, where he does not consider

atmospheric fallout very important-, many people do, and as soon as we test in

the atmosphere our propaganda advantage will be lost. He feels that, contrary

to the extended series proposed by the NSC committee on Atmospheric testing

policy und& Seaborg, the US should make a real effort to avoid atmospheric

testing or at least restrict it to an absolute minimum., Bethe has presented
. .

this opinion as his recommendation to President Kennedy. Bethe expresses

his opinion to Bradbury on the question of holes versus tunnels for underground

testing and states that ‘fit seems to me for once that LRL has a better met_hodl’.

There are. some interesting marginal remarks addressed to this ppinion. He

feels that the method of getting samples radiochemically from the tunnel

reasonably soon after the explosion is very useful and feels that Los Alamos

should adopt the same methods and in time would probably improve on them.

Briefly, Bethe sh-esses that he feels that even underground testing ifi difficult

and takes a great deal of time and money that we should expend t-his time and

money rather than go to the atmosphere and he addresses himself to a number of

questions in relation to underground test.i:ng. One of these is a recommendation

that perhaps we should look to an additional geographical area such as West

Virginia to alleviate certain problems in NTS and also increase the capability

of the overall national underground i-esting system. As for doing certain

effects tests in the air, Bethe feels that certain of the information desired

can be calculated from the JI tests of 1958 and much of the remainder is not

really vital and that he would have to be convinced that there is any sufficient

justification for air testing.
>

4?0.
The first item is a 5 Decembr 61. letter from Froman Dave Anthony of DMA on(

subject of LASL manning and costs for FY- 62 as a result of the test resumption.

statement is for the so-called 03 program costs and is broken down into five
Jr

categories: Weapons R & D, WELA, TEST, EQUIPMENT, AND SECOND 7.90. The bulk of

the personnel and dollars are assigned to Weapons R & D with over 1300 people and

over $36,000,000. Only 82 other ~ersomel are noted which are split fairly equally

betweria WILA and TEST and it is stated that because M.EXE

people dividing their effort between these two categories

.

they are really the same

it is a high arbitrazy



split. The overell 03 aumbers are 1390 personnel and 47.5 million dollars. It iS

notd that even if testing stops suddenly, very little change overall in 03 will be Ti
seen since that effort is actually being diverted f mm other programs within 03.

A S December letter from Seaborg as Chairman of the NSC Committee on atmospheric
testing policy to the President addresses some additional questions from the
President following the submission of the total report of this committee.
It would be very helpful to have copies of or access to the letters from
the executive to the AEC and probably also to the DoD. This letter deals with
several items. First of all Christmas Island where Seaborg states that
technical discussions with the British on the nature of the program are
scheduled in Washington on December 8th and 9th and at this time also the
Secretary of State will be briefed on the status of Christmas Island. As to
the specific dates for the beginning of this series it is to be set at 1 April
for the time being and the earliest possible date that it is felt the very
important high altitude effects test can be performed is mid-June, therefore,
setting the end of the test ~iindow at around Jqne lSth as the target date
with the understanding that it may well be necessary to extend this date to
about July lst. But for purposes of planning the window is now set at 1 April
through 15 June ’62. In accordance with the President’s request the
proposed atmospheric tests have been and are being thoroughly reviewed for
deletion, substitution, consolidation, etc. to reduce the number from to ca lower number. While it is felt that all of these items are important,
Seaborg lists several suggestions for a few items which may be substituted
underground, one particular pair of tests ~~hich may be consolidated, and
also several tests \ihich might be done in lieu of each other and \ihich would
allo~i for a reduction in the total numbers and in summary he states ”that there
is attempt being made to reduce the number by about 5 to 7 tests. The c
reduction in total yield would be very little, about 2 to 4 hundred kilotons
and this would be largely fission yield. Furthermore, Seaborg notes that a
study of ways to accelerate and expand the underground test program is cur-
rently underway.

Betts sent a TWX to Bradbury and Foster on the 6th of December querying them
as to the possibility of
for various reasons_and received a reply immediately from both _laboratories
to the effect that it is indeed feasible to do this. LASL, however, points
out that it is not desirable to dofi’, ,

● *

(!
Here is a 6 Dec. trip report from Frank Drake of H&N documenting a meeting

*

at Vandenberg on 30 Nov. with AEC, Sandia,
and Douglas to “discuss the ground

Pfi

facilities required for the use of Thor missiles during the test series” at
Y?.

Johnston Island. Douglas provided an inspection of launch pad No. 6(- Saye)

which they said would be dismantled in its entirety and moved to Johnston to

“expedite the project under consideration.’~A number of engineeringdetails



.

-20-

which would be peculiar to Johnston from the Vanden b rg consideration were

discussed and detailed to H&N who would be doing the construction work. The

various peripheral facilities such as a propulsion shop, hydraulic shop, and

AC Spark Plug shop, were noted and Douglas said they would provide the equipment

to be installed in these shops but the facilities in various states of cleanliness

would be required at J.I. Saye estimated it would take 13 weeks after completion

of pad construction for Douglas to have the launch complex ready for operations.

Douglas estimated that they would require approximately 120 people at Johnston

until the missile is ready for launch after which this would decrease to about

40. *

. . . . .
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Here is a copy of a=6Dec. letter from Seaborg to Johnson on the
.

3
activities of JTF-8 which begins “The Commission was pleased to hear of

intention of the Dept. of Defense”to appoint Major Gen. Starbird to the

Command of JTF-8. The Commission is pleased to concur in this appointment

and has full confidence in Gen. Starbird as a result of extended experience

during his term as Director of our Division of Military Application. The

Commission is, as you know, engaged in developing, with the coordination of

your office, a test program for an overseas test operation. Such program

awai’ts Presidental action. In accordance with the recommendations of the

National Security Council meeting of Nov. 2, 1961, the Commission is studying

possible sites for overseas and’will make a selection after further

consultations with the Dept. of Defense and Dept. of State. . . . As a

consequence of the above requirement, it is the Commission’s intention, after,

site selection and development of a test program, to designate the Commander,

JTF-8 as the senior AEC representative at the overseas test site, or sites

during the operational phase of the test operation. Your concurrence in this

designation is requested. Such responsibilities and authorities that are

delegated to Gen. Scarbird will be operational in nature and will be limited

to the period of overseas test operations and should not impose excessive

administrative burdens on Task Force Commander. In fact, it is not intended

that this delegation include administrative and technical responsibilities

and authorities now exercised by the Commissions Albuquerque Operations Office,

its weapons laboratories and its contractors.” Note that on the same day

Johnson sent a letter back to Seaborg concurring in the appointment of

Starbird and his designation as AEC senior representative.



A 6 December TWX from Headquarters Air Force to TAC notes that the two

AFSWC C-130B aircraft will remain on loan to AFSWC until further notice B3

and that the personnel will remain in TDY status.

A 7 December TWX from Headquarters Air Force to AFSWC states the following

about the sampler aircraft situation. Based on current high level decisions

which have reduced the number of events upon which sampling requirements
Bz

are based, Headquarters Air Force feels that a force of 15 samplers is

sufficient provided the one B57D is repaired. “Our present capability is two

sampling teams consisting of two B57D” and four B57’s each , with three spare

B57’s. : This headquarters condurs with the requirement for gaseous

.
modification of all B57 samplers and is proceeding with plans for this work . “

Here is a copy of a lengthy dc}cument by JTl?8 which contains draft proposals

for documents to go to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the subject of the operation

as then seen by JTF8. Of most interest are the

which would be laid on the Air Force and Navy.

they include: eight 1351 s three of which would be

ship and air requirements

As for air rqliremcnts

used for sample return

missions, and five of which would be required for optical and photographic

measurements on the very high altituclc shots. One of those five is to bc the

Cambridge Research Lab airtraft.

t! /vq”A 7 Dec. message from the NTS to Betts gives the results of the Tweezers Phase

Two Operation which was completed on 6 Dec.



Here is a letter from Teller to President Kennedy on 7 December 1961,__ —.. .-—_>

AL)(
Number BY-61-198, Which is Teller’s rePl:- tO We ‘residen;< ‘Uggestion 4

that he study in detail the recommended program for atmospheric testing to be

performed in the spring of 1962 and present his comments to the President.

The first part of the letter surrnmarizes the specific reasons why Teller

feels atmospheric

the proposed tests

testing has become essential, and the second section addresses

specifically. Teller begins by citing the Soviet’s progress

already to date in their surprise resumption of testing and

danger against which we must guard is the possibility that

effective defense against a United States retaliatory blow.

that the “specific

the Russians can achieve

He notes that the Russians

a
already have put/ great deal

missiles as well as claiming

of yield into the warheads

to have made progress in

that can be carried by their

their missile defense systems

and that we must undertake an atmospheric testing program which will help to

counter these dangers. Specifically we must develop light weight warheads for

our

the

the

rockets to enable us to put a n~lmber of warheads on target to cut down the

capabilities of their missile defense systcm as WC1l as to putting worl~ into

development of high yield warheads that could C?Odamage from high altitude and

24
Would not have to be detomted at low altitudes where the atmosphere can

provide discrimination and increase the effectiveness of a Russian missile

both
defense system. The combination of our need to develop here numerous

and more powerful weapons results in Teller’s feeling that we must add effort

into the development of “clean” explosives, which is intimately connected

with the clean thermonuclear type of explosives in which the latest Soviets

tests have put them into the leading position.
The question of an effective

ABM system bases several areas in

to Teller. Not only to perfect or to

which additional testing is required according

develop a somewhat effective ABIM system



but to address a number of areas concerning the vulnerability and effects. He

emphasises the limitation on yields capable as well as the slowness of the

testing, both connected with the underground capability, as requiring us to

make progress that can only be accomplished by atmospheric testing. Generally,

he states “Since we have not foreseen the present emergency and since we have

not planned for it, the atmospheric testing program of the spring of 1962
.

will fall short of accomplishing a major portion of the objectives stated above.

Itis nevertheless essential that we should proceed with an appropr~ate testing

program next spring. The necessarily limited results of such a series will

certainly enable us to plan a next series in 1963 in a much more fruitful manner.

There is no theoretical way which can replace the hard facts obtained from

experience. “ In the next section specifically dealing with the proposed test

series he begins “The plan which has been worked out by the Lab Directors

and the DDR &E

goes on to give

specific areas,

wishes to make

is the result of a careful study with which 1 agree. “ IIcthen

several pages of comments on specific devices as WC1l as

.. . .... .. ..... . ?

.

such as high altitude effects and vulnerability in which he

points. Worth mentioning is that he Froposes an operational

ABM test as early as possible utilizinga missile launched from the U. S. to

Kwajalein with a Nike- Zeus ( ) making the intercept at Kwajalein.

Recognizing the possible political problems with the Trust Territory situation,

“ he still suggests that such a test be attempted as early as May or June of 1962.

In the last section of the letter, he makes general remarks and recommendations

as follows:

Iatter tests

The series must contain a great deal of flexibility so that the

can be designed and benefit the most from the results of the

earlier tests. As for the problems with maximizing the instrumentation , he

notes that it Iooks like the Marshall Islands will not be able to be used as



previously and sees this as limiting the instrumentation at any other location.

In noting that Christmas I:land might be used, he emphasises that the greatest

value there would be if the shots could be on the ground, on towers, or using

balloons. He looks ahead to a test series in 1963 as being of u most important
;

to plan for since then adequate instrumentation can be made available. He

also states “In case ground operations on Christmas Islands are ruled out,

a very thorough review of all other alternatives is indicated.“ Next he emphasi~es

accel erated
the importance of an/underground testing program in contributing to the progress

that can be tnade. with atmospheric tests. As for testing in outer space, he

sees it as a good idea to address if possible from a number of aspects, including

the high yield achievable, the lack of

a specific test period. He notes the

fallout, and the lack of being hemmed in by

need to do the high altitude tests now planned

in order to test some of the diagnostic apparatus which might be used to

.

5develop an ongoing space /~~~%?i ity, and notes the extreme expense of

developing and using such a capability. The Iast section on the problems of

personnel is worth quoting in full: “During the extended period of the

moratorium the men working on the development of nuclear explesives had

been subjected

But in greater

to considerable strain. This was partly due to lack of progress.

part the cause was that public opinion continued to frown upon

activities connected with nuclear explosives. Perhaps the most damaging result

was the fact that it has become increasingly hard to induce excellent young

people to work on nuclear explosives.

about improving the present situation.

if you, Mr. President, could make a

It is cf great importance to do something

It would be of the greatest possible value

short visit to each of the two weapons

laboratories, if you could talk briefly with the Senior people, and possibly

address the whole membership of the Laboratory. It would be of similarly great



value if at some appropriate time you could make a public statement directed to

the scientists of our country. In such a statement you might emphasize the

development of nuclear explosives can be used to provide us with the strength

that ensures peace. You might point out at the same time that the development . . “; ,, ;.

of nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes is proceeding at an accelerated

rate. It is my firm conviction that the United States does have ample scientific

capability to hold its own in the development of nuclear explosives. In the

present climate of opinion, however, we are working under great handicaps.

most

Your words and your leadership can have a/profouncl influence on future developments

of nuclear cxpl<lsives and their effect on the nations welfare and sccurit, y. “
.-

Here is a memorandum for the Chief of DASA on 7 Dec. which is titled, “.JTF-8
-- . - -----

Recommendations 7/Relative to the Booster System to be Used in the I?ishbowlseries.”

The three systems proposed by the services - Polaris, Thor, and Redstone - are all

being addressed from numerous facets due to the fact that they differ in many

respects from one another. Prior to drawing any conclusions, Starbird addresses

8 critical questions and discusses each of them as to the merits of the three systems

as follows:

i. Is the booster one which

difference in reliability in

has

the

a satisfactory position in space

been proved to be reliable? There is little

three system as far as delivering a payload to

with Redstone having the best record and Thor

slightly behind although both are over 90%; Polaris although having a lower

propability of successful performance is the newer booster and has had remarkable

success in its short period of limited firings and its reliability should continue

to improve.

2* Will a trained team be available to conduct the firings? The Navy would

organize experienced personnel into a cadre for a full ship-missile tean which

could be ready in early l12y. The Air Force proposes to use an experienced



contractor team now engaged an Vandenberg who would be organized to assemble

the equipment, make pre-shipment checks, perform the installation at Johnston

Island, and perform the firings. The Army would assemble immediately an experienced

crew. None of the services proposed to furnish a crew which has

recently as a team but each could provide a satisfactory team by

date.

been functioning

the proposed shot

3. What data gathering capability would be incorporated in the missile? The Navy

plans to incorporate 4 powered pods in the nose section including 1 nose ejection

pod. The Army would use unpowered tail pods as done on Hardtack and additionally

would engineer and build a nose ejection pod. The Air Force would usc unpowered

Atlas pods on the tail section and would have no nose-ejection pod. They propose

to position certain items by supplemental rockets.

4. 1s any critical engineering and developments still required for each proposal?

-21-

Here there is some notable difference between the different boosters. The Polaris

has several areas which would require some modifications and new designs: the nose

cone shape would be new; a warhead adaption and firing ship would have to be

designed and provided; powered pods are a new requirement. “Though Navy studies

indicate no problem should ah.risein any of these efforts, the schedule necessary

to accomplish twoshots by 15 June leaves no room to remedy unexpected difficulties.”

For the Redstone, the nose-eject pod and the warhead adaption kit must both be

built. The firing and fusing system used on Hardtack would be used again but with

some modifications still to be engineered. As for the Thor, no significant

modifications of the warhead-nosecone configuration or existing adaption kits

would be required. A new firing and fusing system would have to be developed and

the Thor has now been flown with the Atlas tail pods. In summary for this question,

“On balance, it appears that significant

for the Polaris system. That needed for

engineering and development is required

the Redstone is less by considerable degree,



and that for the Thor still less, although in the Thor case, it will.be centered

around the critical firing and fusing elements.”

5. What systems test is possible prior to nuclear firing? Only for the Polaris

is a prior systems test proposed by the service. A full Polaris systems test with

a ship-missile-crew system could no occur before 1 May and at that very little time

would remain to remedy any gross deficiencies. As for the Thor, the time required

to prepare the fusing and firing set and incorporate the tail pods should allow

conductin~ a test from Vandenberg within 2 to 3 months. A Thor systems test from

Johnston Island could not occur probably before mid-~lay. As for the Redstone,

a limited systems test incorporating the nose-pod and fusing and firing system

changes could be tested in early April at Johnston.

6. Does the system Imvc

schedule can be met, tl)c

allow firing from

and holding there

time delay and no

a snip

adequate technical flexibility? Providing the Navy

Polaris has by far the most flexible system which would

and counting down two missiles simultaneously to T-1 minute

indefinitely. Additional shots could be performed with minimal

fixed land base would be required. The Thor can be counted down

to about T-8 minutes and held there due to the short fueling time required. The 7/

Redstone, on the other hand, begins to be fueled at T-45 minutes and can only hold

for periods up to 3 to 4 hours. Further difficulties arise after T-15 minutes

when the batteries must be replaced if an extended hold is required; As for other

considerations of flexibility, the Redstone is limited to about 800 kilometers

altitude whereas the Polaris and Thor can get well over 1000 kilometers. A~~

three boosters

800 kilometers

flexibility of

to the Polaris

thus meet current requirements although future authorization over

would provide an obvious problem. In summary, “The operational

being able to operate from any chosen area on short notice gives

a definite advantage over the other tw’osystems. The si~’ultaneous

countdown feature and the long T-1 minute hold capability are also great assets.

Of the liquid fueled systems, the Thor’s longer hold capability at T-8 also gives

a significant advantage over the Redstone. Yet, any of the three should be



capable of sufficient flexibility to permit the firing to occur under EpmxxuzE

opportune weather conditions and in coordination with other instrumentation.”

7. Does each system give assurance of being able to accomplish the required program

within available time? Assuming the

CUt off of 1 July, Starbird places a

done by 15 June to take into account

Bluegill and Starfish events and a final

requirement of the second nuclear shot being

delays. The Polaris, requiring ship conversion

and a payload redesign could be scheduled for a test in early May, followed by the

nuclear shots on 1 June and 15 June. However, unforeseen engineering, development,

or ship-conversion delays could retard these dates and it would not be possible to

advance either of the firing dates without foregoing the proposed systems tests.

Thel’horprogram which would include a Vandenberg shot should be capable of executing

the two tests on 15 and 30 May, providing some time cushion. The Redstone would

permit the greatest cushion with a certification tests at Johnston on tl]c1st of Apr.

and

83

WI
perhaps nuclear tests at 15 day intervals thereafter.

Does each system give assurance against catastrophe and personnel injury?
,

None of the three systems has yet provided an overall safety

mitted complete hardware designs. The proposed warheads are

of now, no one of the three systems would appear to be ruled

analysis or sub-

1 point safe. “As Tf

out by a lesser chance

to give sufficient protection against premature nuclear detonation or nuclear

contamination.” As for the eye burn problem, Starbird states that we don’t know

as much as we would like to about this but he personally is convinced that for the

shots planned, a firing from Johnston would be entirely safe at distances like

Ohau.

Starbird then goes on to make the following recommendations: “The Thor system ,

qualified by the system test described in a paragraph above be selected for the

launch. My primary reason for selected the Thor over the Polaris is that it gives

greater assurance of conducting the planned firings within the period allowed.

My primary reason for recommending the Thor over the Redstone is the Thor’s higher

altitude capability and my belief that we may want to fire the 1000 kilometer or



higher shot during, or immediately after this series.” His further recommendations

include leaving the responsibility with the Air Force for organizing and conducting

training of the Thor team as well as assembling the appropriate equipment while

everything is in the conus. Following this the operational control.of the team and

the equipment will past to the Joint Task Force when the system comes to the Pacific.

Also the Task Force and the Air Force must be given the highest priority immediately

to prepare for the planned firings and Starbird states that he cannot emphasize too

strongly tilenecessity for immediate action. Further, I)ASAmust crystallize

immediately the experimental programs to bc built arouncl the firin~s and initiate

these pro~rams. Starbird says that it is his intent “to assign a special assistant

to the Scientific Deputy who will have as his sole responsibility coordination Tf

of the high altitude program.” Finally, as a backup he recommends that a minimum

program with relationship to the Polaris of conducting the necessary payload-missile

R & D and test

Thor until the

A 7 Decemtir—--
for urgently
Betts states

of the re-designed nose be carried out to provide a backup to the

Thor has gone through its certification test.

TWX from Betts to Hertford of ALO addresses Reeves request
needed authorization to increase manpower and activities.

athat he realizes the urgency and the necessity, however, DfiL4 ,
cannot at this time authorize any further actions which might increase ./ /
manpower ceilings or dollar commitments but they expect relief from this
situation probably within a week.

A memorandum for Gen. Betts from Ccl. Banks with DMA on Z December covers
a JTF8 meeting of 6 December with Gen. Starbird. Adm. Mustum, Gen. Samuel,
Mr. Howell of H6N, Shuster of Sandia, LRL, Herman Herlin of LASL, M. Niller
of ALO and others in attendance. Gen. Starbird made some specific remarks
on the status of the planning for the atmospheric program and gave a rundown

J7as follows: Program will consist of 20 to 25 diagnostic tests and because
of the inability to use Eniwetok and the question on Christmas Island many

I
of the test would be air drops in the open ocean south of Hawaii or
adjacent to Johnston Island with some of the shots to be on ships. The
best possible diagnostics are sought using Air Force capability and
diagnostic trailers designed so that they can be used on either ship or
land Starbird stated. The first shot would be planned for April 1 with“A

the whole program concluded as soon as possible but by 15 June as planned.
A skeletal organizational chart was presented by a Mr. Parsons of JTF8
showing the commander and the deputies and the line of command then through
a chief of staff to four subgroups one of which would have the scientific.



)
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groups, one Navy, one Air Force, and one a support group. ,4s for financing
Starbird mentioned effort was being made to try to reinstate an old AEC ?
DoD agreement whereby each of the parties pays the total cost for an event ~
based on to whom the event was of primary interest. A large amount of the
discussion centered around the support requested of each of the individual
services, the Navy, Air Force and Army, and enclosures to this memorandum
are the formal drafts of the memoranda for the Chief of Naval Operations,
the Chief of Staff of the Air Force, and the Chief of Staff of the Army
as they would read from JTF8 to the respective services. Certains things
of note on these enclosures are that on the Navy enclosure where the ship
requirements are listed included is a request for six shot ships of the
Liberty class which are to be expendable since they would serve as the
platform for detonation of the near surface shots. Also included in the
Air Force request list for support is a request for six B57D aircraft which
was crossed out and changed to 10 and a note is written in that at this
time only 3 of these were available for high altitude sampling and that
others would be hard to come by. An I.RLlist of device by device readiness
date for testing is contained herein as it was reported at the meeting and
a note that LASL will provide a similar list for JTF is included. There
was also some discussion of the missile requirements between Gen. Starbird,
Don Shuster of Sandia Corporation, Dr. Herlin of LASL and }Ir.Gale. In
addition to the two shots that are planned, AEC is interested in a third
shot with a yield of 50 kilotons or so at a few thousand kilometers to
check out the capability of space testing as well as making physics measure-
ments and doing some measurement relative to the Vela Hotel and Vela Sierra
programs. There was agreement that the high altitude schedule would be

set up to accommodate three shots in case one of the shots was a failure
but that the likelihood of an added shot was remote.

Note that there is a copy of Joint Staff memo No. 5,

or may not be in our other files.
f~

4,
By a 7 Dec. 61 message,

..
the Chief of DASA (Booth) authorized the

—--— CvLCommander of JTF-8 at Barton Hall to issue travel orders for military

personnel assigned to JTI?-8 as done previously for JTF-7.

–../& - C4! ‘
‘e A TWX DATED 8 December from AFSWC to numerous addressees on the subject

— -—— I

of an upcoming visit to Johnston Island is interesting in that it names certain
I

specific personnel who are involved at this time. From Douglas Aircraft I

Corporation are Jennings Simons, William Hooper, Roland Saye, B. P. Crass,
I

Alien Hittendale, and E. L.Arthur. From Field Command, DSA, Major Walter
I

A. Dumas is listed.
I

9 December U.S. Atomic Energy Com..issionannounces, as result of
study of Soviet test series, that “there is no reason Ml
to believe that the balance of nuclear power has been

changed to favor the Soviet Union.”

I

.



Chairman Khrushchev says USSR has super-bombs even more

powerful than 100 megatons.

NSC to President: states that, with 1 April start of
atmospheric testing, u!id-June and possibiy 1 July is
+ho .n=vl;ag+ enTIqlQ+<nm ...h.nh -m..lrl +-r.l..-!a .,.2--Y<--------- ~-. -- -- ~ -s... - - -- “.. ..---... -“-A * A..~Au--

tant high altitu~e tests.
*-*r-4

gl
A 9 Dec. memo for the Sec. of State from Phillip Farley, is on “use of

-

c

(A
Christmas Island for US Nuclear Tests-discussion with Lord Home.” As background,

Farley notes that both the Prime fifinisterand foreign Secretary of England will

have to be convinced “that our proposed tests are necessary for maintaining free

world security and that a sound and consistence public defense of resumption of

atmospheric testing can be made in the US ‘ He notes the reconnaissance

party visit to Christmas during the week of 4 Dec. and the review by US experts

with senior UK technical officials of the tentative testing program on Dec. 8.

As to these 2 steps, he says “the two preliminary steps specifically suggested

by Prime Minister Macmillan in his letter of Nov. 16 have thus been taken well

in advance of the Bermuda meeting.” Noting that preparations are continuing for

testing without Christmas Island, he emphasis that the AEC and DOD “are eager to

obtain access to Christmas and briefly the reasons. He further states “if ad-

equate preparations for any considerable use of the island are to be made, however,

a decission to its availability is needed by the end of the Bermuda meeting..”

As for the suggested

this matter in Paris

preparations to test

atmospheric testing,

approach to Rush he states “it is recommended that you discuss

with Lord Home: YOU might (a) confirm that, while intensive

have been authorized, the President has not decided to resume

(b) express the hope that US-UK technical discussions have

shown that, in developing our tentative test program, we have followed the criteria

the President and Prime Minister have

in use of Christmas Island in view of

.-

exchanged, (c) reiterate our strong interest

the undesirability of re-activating Anawetack (?:

(d) indicate the general terms we have in mind, and (e) attempt to

attitude and any specific difficultieswhich the J3ritishsee beyond

the Prime Ministers letter of Nov. 16.

ascertain the UK

those raised in



As regards implementing arrangements,

the general nature, scope,

tain control of operations

to agree to take promptly

for conduct of our tests.

Tab A outlines a suggested

and purposes of

and flexibility

we are willing to agree with the UK on

our test program, but would need to re.

as to individualtests. We want the UK

the necessary steps to make Christmas Island suitable

basis of agreement concurred in by Chairman Seaborg and

Dr. Johnson of DOD, which might be given to

agreed minute at Bermuda if acceptable.”

There follows the “statementof principles,

with United States Atomic Weapons tests.”

Lord Home with a

use of Christmas

view to making it an

Island in connection

..
! 4$1

In 11 December letter from Betts to Hurtford2 Bradbuiy, and Schwartz addresses
4

the latest developmentsin decisions for high altitude testing as veil as VELA
Ny

10J?ELModifications prqmsedby the Labs f

le notes

~resent

~reme as

support

the amounts of money requestedby the two Laboratories in diition to the

i

UELAHOTiZLbudget h order to develop the capability on the same time

the present VELA program. He notes that both Labs have agreed to try to

Lime stoles being

Test bulletin

the high altitude testing pngrau within the

discussed end concludes

#90nll December 1961 documents a6-7 December meeting with
~-~ .. -.,1..-D

/!/!!JTF8 in Washington attended by the authors of this bulletin, Gilbert and Gibbons.

It gives the present status as documented in detail elsewhere which includes the

following: no decision on whether the THCR, POLARIS, or REDSTOANE is to be

the high altitude booster; a preliminary list of support requirements must be

submitted to the services as soon as possible so the task force can negotiate

the support; out of these agreements will come the basis for an agreement with
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include 20 to 25 diagnostic events and 2

support, equipment,

high altitude effects

AS
etc; the series is to

tests, and Enewetok

will not be used and possibly not Christmas ; ‘Isome shots will have ~G be made
Alr

from shot ships either because the device to be tested is not 1 point safe or {V

engineering problems prevent resolution of the airdrop problem; as for boosters,

it is stated that the Polaris is the preferable system but, due to developmental

work required, one of the two Iandbasc systems willbe chosen due to the time

squ~ze; the Presidents guidance is that the first shot bc on 1 April 1962 (or

earlier if possible) and the AEC and DOD are planning for the April date but

trying to get something ready earlier in the event thti political situation r<:quircs

that option; as for the financial s~tuation, it is stated that there is a definite

lack of money and it is essential that the old AEC-DOD agreement be reinstated

which provides that the agency with the primary interest in an event provides

the funds for it; general plans for the ship borne operation are that Alameda

will be the port of d embarkation, that the ships should be available there in

January 1962,

be obtained to

and that two laboratory ships as welI as two PMR ships should

insure as adequate capability; present plans are for six ships

to be prepared for shot platiorms with one requirement that each must have a

helicopter pad to permit removal of the arming party. As for the location of the

operation, the authors state that in order to get any advantage out of operating

near Johnston, the operations must be carried out within 100 to 150 rides of the

island and that the task force is leaning towards the location south of Hawaii

whereas Ogle wants to use JI. Among other considerations are

Hawaii operation may cause shock waves (Tsunamis ? ) to effect

the Johnston location might present a fallout problem to Hawaii.

of an area and designation of a danger area , Schuster will “chair

that the near

Hilo, whereas

As for selection

a meeting of the -

foUowing personnel: Shelton, Stopinsky, Reed, Cgle, Shook etall, on 11 December

1



1961, whose recommendations will be used by the JTF and ClNCPAC. The use

of Jarvis as a test island was discussed at Some length, and Capt. Craig is to

look into this possibilitywith the AEC and the Department of the Interior. As

for the main diagnostic effort for Livermore it is stated: “although LRL would

prefer its own carrier, it appeared that the LRL diagnostics could be carried

out from the-

command and

Cvs. This ship would then combine the functions of LRL diagnostics ,

aircraft launching . Most of the trailers would be mountccl on the

hanger deck with Coax to the detectors on the flig}~t clcck.. Where ncccssary

trailers could be placed on lIIc fIight deck. “
Numerous Otllc r details, particularly

A memo written by a Navy civilian named N. M. Brown of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks on 11 Dec. reports on his meeting at AEC headquarters and his
briefing on the possibilities of the Pacific atmospheric operations by a
Cmdr. Stephens. The memo for the files seems to be considering the fact
that the AEC retains the services of Holmes G Narver for engineering and
construction, etc. in the Pacific area as necessary and that therefore
the Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks might not be looked on with any great
seriousness if they offered their services to Gen. Betts. This memo.was
forwarded by a cover letter to Cmdr. Stephens of the DNA Test Office ”from
Brown who stated that it was decided that the Bureau would not contact
either Gen. Starbira or Gen. Betts at this time but that if the services
of the Navy Bureau could be utilized at some future time that it would
be appreciated if DMA would get in touch with them.

let;er from Task Force Headquarters to the Air Fore e gives theAn 11 Dec. P

latest concept of’the upcoming atmospheric testing as follows: the two high altitude

test already discussed; 15 to 20 air dropped devices over the open ocean south of

Hawaii or Johnston Island or in the immediate vicinity of Christmas; one to five

ocean in the same

All are scheduled

areas as the air drops; 1 surface

to be done between roughly 1 Apr.

surface fired devices on the open

test, possibly on Jarvis Island.

and 1 July 62.

~ A TWX from AFS!4C to the Laboratoriesz SAC, other Air Force Units, etc., on

II December, Addresses a preplanning conference on additional aircraft and

instrumentation in support of overseas nuclear testing. This conference to ($Q

look at the problem of additional instrumentation needed on various aircraft,

and whether these aircraft should be C1301S or KC 1351s is to be held on

19 December at AFSWC.

,



studied to date were discussed in some length. The fitst of these

WIRTS which means weapons intermediate range testing system and wou

the capability of testing at altitudes from 100 to 1,000 kilometers

-(

s called

d allow BI

using

boosters such as the Thor from Johnston island and rocket-borne

diagnostics. The cost of such a program is fairly moderate, less than

10mii iion dollars and the fall-out danger is quite smali due to the

altitude. If no contamination of

tests could be conducted at about

concept which stands for Advanced
)

the one study which would use the

from 9 to 24 months $o”be ready.

the atmosphere is allowed, meaningful

I miilion kilometers employing the ASWT
m

-&-
Systemz Weapons Testing,

h

Atias vehicles and wouid

and this was

take anywhere

A TWX on ll_D~from Betts to Reeves of ALOS
LASL and Howell of MN notes the plans for a
and Gen. Starbird and JTF-8 staff members to
Island starting on the 12th of Dec.

Shuster of Sandia, Ogle of
survey trip by these gentlemen
the Hawaiian area and Johnston

ATWX on 11 Dec. from Betts to Foster and Bradbury notes the possible problems
with the _tmas tree” concept that LRL had been pushing for some time.
and that following the contamination problemarrising from such happenings
as those following Antler and the situation arrising after Chena, there is
considerable skepticism in DNA regarding this concept. These experiences

plus other unknowns make a thorough”and timely examination of the Christmas
tree concept as opposed to the outer space testing concept immediately neces-
sary. And due to the high cost involved with developing either one of these
capabilities it seems clear to Betts that both of them can’t be developed
and therefore a choice must be made at an early time. He asks both LASL and

Livermore to prepare a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of
the Christmas Tree concept and submit these on 14 Dec to the chairman so that
an early decision and an early concentration of resources may be made.

An 11 Dec. Memo for record written by Col. McMillan of the DMA Test Office..._
- frpacificIslands Discussion with Representatives ofis on the subject ot

Department of State and Department of the Interior”. The meeting was held
on 11 Dec to discuss the possible use of 3 U.S. islands, Jarvis, Baker and
Howland. These islands have no inhabitants and are being thought of as
sichts for surface bursts. The Department of State has no concerns about

d

–“
these areas for political reasons,‘ho’.iever,they are concerned with the A
fallout problem. Also the matter of the birds on Jarvis Island was dis-
cussed but didn’t seem to generate much concern. The conclusion was that

there are no domestic or foreign policy problems which seem to preclude the
use of the islands for the conduct of the proposed tests and that to proceed
separate letters should be sent to the Departments of State and Interior
stating the proposed uses of the islands outlining the safety aspects and
requesting approval. Both State Department
tives felt that an affirmative answer would

and Interior Department Representa-
bleforthcoming.



On the Ilth of December
‘it is C[ear from a TWX from Betts to AEC personnel

_________ ., - . .._

tha-t the trip to JI will now include General

stzrboard, JTF8 staff members,

Jim Reeves for Bob Miller, Ogle, Schuster,
and Sam Howell of H&M.

tgl
A message t’rom Betz to Hertford and Reeves on 12 December notes that

~ -=- -

the proposals to expend weapons funds for certain activities on Gnome and

4t3A

PD
Hard Hat to perform activities to investigate the Christmas Tree concept

is not approved at this time since the Christmas Tree concept has not been

approved.

A 12 Dec.” message from Hertford to Fosterj NQ
,’

Bradbury, and Rex in Las Vegas gives.

a number of details in relation to the proposed NTS schedule due to budget questions

at this time. He states that there is in process a request for a deficiency allowment

pending a supplemental budget which it is hoped will be transmitted to the budget

bureau and executive department shortly. The requests for authorization for con-

struction and

deleted about

other items.

tunnel work,

such that was forwarded by Hertford, apparently to Headquarters, AEC,

7 to 10 holes and drifts at the NTS and is contemplating dropping 6

He notes that 32 holes for FY 63 have been added in lieu of partial

Also , “the funds for post-shot Hard Hat and Gnome were left in but

I am not approving this if it is for Christmas Tree or Plowshare effort.” As for
.

an update to this status, “\~eare to receive within the next few days a further

increase in FY 62 funds.

for off continent work.

be made at this time.”

This increase will permit funding into Jan. and commitments
.f,>.----

. .

Commitments toward use of Christmas Island should not

.



The AEC in Las Vegas transmitted to Al Graves a proposed statement on the

A/Q
subsidence crater formed as a result”of the 3 Dec. test. Apparently this was the

first such crater formed and the paper contains the details of what took place

following the tests and proposes that a public announcement be made. Washington

would have to approve the proposed announcement. The event was Fisher, the largest

to date in Nougat, being over 10 Kt. /3. ~ ATe}iwtukd yi~d

By a 12 Dec. message from Headquarters AFSWC to LASL, the Air Force, and others,
—--=”-

the planning for a conference on additional aircraft and instrumentation in support

of overseas nuclear testing is discussed. It is noted that two C-130 aircraft are

M

already being outfitted with instrumentation gear, and the subjects to” be discussed

at the conference are additional aircraft, additional instrumentation fo~ another

C-130 or for a KC-135, applicability of the different aircraft and diagnostic

instrumentation systems to various tests samtxkx~ scenarios, such as balloon shots,

high altitude shots, etc.

Here is a summary document as of 12 Dec. 1961 which was sent by the Chief of
—----- - .

DASA to the Sec. of the JCS with the title, “Weapons Test Plans and Preparations,”3F

and stmuuarizedthe decisions and activities of JTF-8 to date and enclosed suggested

memorandum for the Chiefs of the three services as well as a memorandum with

instructions for the Commander of JTF-8 which, if approved, would be sent to those

gentlemen to provide the instructions for their support for Dominic. Actions taken

to date for and by JTF–8 are as follows: the staff is operational in Barton Hall

and is referred to as “DASA Annex.” The JTF-8 commander, having analyzed the

available launch systems, has recommended the Thor be used for the high altitude

tests and that DASA concurs. AEC and JTF representatives have inspected Christmas

Island, are on route back, but no final authority for use has been secured. The

J1’F-8commander has arran~cd for Eill Ogle from LASL to serve as Scientific Deputy;

he will also serve as Director of all scientific and experimental units. Details

Of the scientific and the other task groups arc noted. As for the concept of
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operations, “It has been determined that preparations for the open sea operation

to accomplish AEC development objectives must start immediately and be placed

on the highest priority basis if the proposed schedules are to be met and satisfactory

diagnostic information

priority basis, aboard

requirements are being

gained. Instrumentation must be installed, on a highest

ships and aircraft and in certain locations ashore. These

coordinated with

borne diagnostic will reduce materially

Some 75% of the diagnostic shots can be

those listed above. To rely solely on air-

the quality of the measurements gained.

delivered to the detonation point by

air drop. Some 25%, however, may require a surface platform and Liberty ships

‘can be used for this purpose. A remote unpopulated island may be necessary for

1 event and the AEC is investigating this matter. . . . To assist in making rapid

movement to Christmas Island or other land

shipborne instrumentation is being mounted

the Hawaii aircraft bases could be used to

mass, if this becomes desirable, AEC

on trailers, and the control ships and

the maximum extent possible to substitute

for ground installation which would require extensive construction.”

As the formerly designated systems test (Asroc) was assigned to the Navy and

is now designated an underwater effects shot, the Chief of DASA feels it should be

the responsibility of DASA and JTF-8. Finally, the Chief of DASA requests that the

enclosed memoranda for- the Chiefs of the Services which detail the concept of

operations for Dominic as well as the specific requirements for each service be

forwarded after approval by the JCS. The requirements for the Navy are as follows:

1 carrier at a West Coast shipyard on 20 Jan. for installation of instrumentation

and use as the headquarters ship for JTF-8 and the scientific group during the

period 15 Mar. to approximately 1 July.

3 LSD’s operating in the forward area on 1 May as launching platforms for firing

instrument soundin~ rockets and as instrument receivinG ships.

1 LSD at l’earlHarbor on 5 Mar. to function as a “tender” for deep sca moorinc of

shot ships and aircraft positioning barges.
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TTwo destroyers to be on station on 15 Feb. in various locations in the
~

u

Pacific to function as weather stations taking upper air observation.

8 destroyers or destroyer escorts required in Pearl Harbor, half in March and

half in May, with the first half needed for conducting surface surveillance patrol

and the second half required for “pod recovery” operations and as instrument

receiving platforms for the high altitude portion.

1 destroyer equipped to fire the AEROC.

4 LST ships in Jan. and Feb. to provide transport for the build up, support, and

roll up of Johnston Island between Pearl Harbor and Johnston Island.

4 PMR class ships required, 2 in Feb. and 2 in April at a West Coast port, to be

outfitted with scientific gear in trailers and function as laboratory ships for the

air drop portion of the operation and later for the Johnston Island portion.

6 Liberty shot ships required at a West Coast shipyard on 2 Jan. to be expendable

and used as platforms for the detonations. They will be moored in deep water, ~ill

required special instrumentation and certain modifications, and should arrive in the

test area by 5 Mar.

16 Navy aircraft required at Barber’s Point on 15 Mar. to conduct air surveillance

and anti-submarine patrol in the open ocean and Johnston Island areas.

16 helicopters required on board the carrier by 15 Mar. to provide close in air

surveillance as well as recovery of scientific instrumentation and certain logistic

support. Numerous additional aircraft and ships to provide rescue, logistics,

towing, scientific support, etc.

Likewise, the Air Force requirements are listed as follows:

8 c/135 aircraft, 3 required by 15 Mar. for sample return missions and 5 more

required by 15 May for optical and photographic measurements at very high altitude

in connection with the high altitude tests from Johnston Island (1 to be in the
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conjugate area).

2 B-52 aircraft required by 1

2 RC-121 aircraft required by

12 B-57

10 B-57

3 C-130

Mar. for air drops.

1 Mar. as airborne control aircraft.

B/C required by 15 Mar. for medium altitudes sampling.

D required by 15 Mar. for high altitude sampling.

required, 2 by 15 Mar. for low altitude diagnostic measurements and one

additionalby 15 MaY for high altitude diagnostic measurements.

2 U-2 by 15 May for very high altitude weather photography.

10 WB-50 by 1 Mar. for weather reconnaissance.

1 VC-lZl by 15 Feb. as a transportationaircraft for commander and distinquished

personnel.

3 C-54 by 1 Mar. for documentary photography.

13 c-118 or C-54, 1 by 15 Jan. to support logistics at J.I., 1 more by 15 Feb.

for the same purpose, 1 more following a decision to operate at Christmas for

logisticsbuild up, and 10 more by 15 May to support the DOD retinal burn

experiments.

8 helicopters to provide transportationfollowing a decision to operate at

Christmas Island.

12 Decepber Harold Brown to President: says not all HA shots can

be done in series but those that can are of utnost impor-
tance. July cut-off allows only 2 HA effects tests,..-

12 December

. A 12 December TWX—.

...

Betts tells Labs to assume no termination of underground
testing in near future and atmospheric testing to begin
in April 62. Requests details of desires for under-
ground and atmospheric shots and asks Reeves to have the
NTS Planning Board make up an overall detailed schedule.

I

e

from Betts to 8radbury, Foster, and Reeves directs that they

5
Ireevaluate their underground tests program and come up with proposed underground

testing programs in light of the following considers-ktons:

J

P@

1. Assume that the underground test program will not be terminated in the No

near future.
@Ytim

2. Assume that an atmosc)heric test nronram wit I honin ahm,,+ I Anr:l .-~ .:II .s
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A 12 December message from E3etts to the Lab directors Reeves and Hertford ’ ..’”.

asks the laboratories and field offices to come Nixh up with a most Fr

FJ–
realistic schedule for the future underground program and atmospheric

program which he wishes the NTS Planning Ward to consider and pass on

to him. He emphasizes that it should be assumed that the underground

program will not be terminated in the near future and that the thinking

should address a “long pole” type of operation and this seems to be the

first time that such an assumption is directed by Headquarters AEC.

Brzidbury responded directly to E3e-tts with the LASL shot list and his

feelings about why such shot lists must be taken with a grain of salt

no matter how

Board members

sent a rather

rea I ist

couldn’-

1engthy

c they are supposed to be. Since the NTS Planning

be assembled in the time requested by DMA, Reeves

TWX on 18 December to DMA ,after a meeting of the

field personnel including the NTS contractors

in which they tried to estimate the work load

alternativesfor length of workweek,

hiring additiona

as documented in

and excluding the labs

and give the various

workday, requirements forength of

personnel etc. etc This TWX [ believe led Livertnore

other notes to comp ain about the field offices taking

uni lateral action that effects the laboratories testing programs.

The next NTS Planning Board meeting which did consider these schedules

in detail was held on 3 January 1962 and is documented in other notes.
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@$/-
kc WX from Bradbury to Gen. Betts addresses the Christmas Tree concept

an in g exal, states plainly LASL is prejudiced in favor of use of vertical

holes as opposed to tunnels or the Christmas Tree configuration.
As for

.
outer space testing, BradDury stresses

that he feels the development of such

a capability should be explored in Bluestraw, and that LASL would like to

again press for the inclusion of a very high altitude shot,like 1000 kilometers.

He feels the purpose of such a shot ~iou~dbe primarlly ‘oto observe the bomb
explore diagnostic

techniques of a known system and only In a secondary \iay

debris behavior and geophysical interactions. LASL belleves that-such a
b 1

.-

shot,would be cheap compared to a full Christmas Tree attempt and Bradbury

understands that Foster supports the idea of a space shot directed toward
the similar objectives.

A

In a TWX to the labs and ALO on J2D&c. Gen. Betts outlines the letters

from Seaborg to the President on the MC Committee shot list and recominenda-

tions for schedules etc. for an atinospherictest series as well as some of
the Presidentfs feedback following the initial letter and asks that the labs

continue planning for atmospheric
Among”testing according to this guidance. .

other things he notes that the President has not approved ~he atmospheric
test list, nor has he approved the test period between April 1 and June 1S,
nor has he made a final decision on the actual resumption of testing.

In a TWX on _Betts asks Bradbury, Foster and Reeves to continue

considering the-question of
+~~po ~~=:Fleby

E c

On ~2 Dec. Betts sent a TWX to Bradbury in regard to a letter from the
DDRGE to Seaborg on 1 Dec. That letter referred to the gray area of
responsibility for certain types of test measurements between the DOD ,and
the AK. The problem area has to do with a particular effects test which /%
the DOD felt was being generated by LASL for the Army and hadn’t been properly
handled in that DASA should have responsibility for arranging and planning
for effects tests as this was felt to be. The letter from DDRGE to Seaborg
discusses in a little detail the historical and legal division between
responsibilities for weapons tests diagnostics that affect performance and
design of the weapon as being the AEC responsibility and output measurements
and measurement of effects caused by weapons output as being the DOD responsi-
bility. Betts is asking Bradbury for assistance in preparing the.Ghairmanls
response to the DDR6E letter and is taking the approach that this particular ,
device,which is a warhead for the Nike Zeus, must have the military character- ,
i.stiesand in particular the neutron output spectrum verified and that there-
fore this is actually a test for diagnostic measurements that affect perfo~-
ance and design of the weapon. Not only does Betts feel that there is mis-
understanding between whether this is a development test or an effects test, ~
or a test by some other name, but that also there was a question as to where
the request for the test came and that Betts feels that it came from the DOD

to the AEC and not as alledged from the Army directly to LASL.
Ib

.



sent the President a rather lengthy letter on l~_Dec. addressing the justi-
fication,for the need for and the specifics of the various tests which should

‘1
r

be included in or should not be included in an atmospheric test resumption.
v .Z Although Brown was a member of Seaborgls committee which had submitted a
~.~~ ,couple weeks earlier their own position,

A
Brown comments here on the specifics

I believe he makes a strong justificationfor the need for develcp-
$~t’Q ;Qh::;ts, as well as effects tests, and he makes some rather con}’incing

arguments about excluding several tests not biased towards either laboratory
from the overall list as well as pointing out that the overall systems tests
of the antisubmarinerocket, the Polaris and the Atlas, while highly de-
sirable if they can be done on essentiallya non-interferencebasis, are
certainly not necessary completely for our confidence in these systems.

A 13 Dec. TWX from Graves of LASL to Col. O’Brien of DMA,discussesin some
detail the need for land-baseddiagnostics and the importanceof being 4
able to pinpoint exactly the device position relative to the instrumentation
if such land-based diagnostics and precise accuratepositioning is possible.

A~3 Dec. TWX from Bradbury to Betts addresses’.- CcLtiss.)
Here

a 13 Dec.

were from

It was at

dfscussed

to launch

se- 4’!is a- of minutes written by D. Sherwood of ALO on 15 Dec. covering

●

-f dmeeting at ALO on the high altitude test program.
Most of the attendees.

Sandia or LASL with a few from Livermore and DMA and ALO represented.

this meeting that the various companionsrocket requirementswere

and Mid-way was decided not to be requiredwhereas it would be desirable

2 Journeyman from Point Arguello. The thinkingat this time is that

these missiles would be launched approximately 7 minutes before the Thor in order

s;< 4+-to attain the proper apogee for a line @&e to the 400 kilometer shot.
Support

at both Johnston Island and Kauai for companionrockets was also discussed.

Here is a 13 Dec. letter from Gen. Booth to Betts on the subject of Fishbowl.

~1
He briefly gives the details of the 2 shots planned to date and the means of carrying

them out as well as the tentative schedules and notes that Don Shuster and Herman
16

Hoerlin have already had some conferenceswith DASA staff on these tests. He

requests that DMA determine to what extent the AEC labs might be able to participate

so that coordination may be done.

At WWG, LASL participation for Operaticn
Blue Straw

13 December
(surface, air drop, and high

altitude) was discussed.

Need to conduct Nougat shots Germane
to EllueStraw

(1 April to 15 June)
as soon as possible was decided

and planned. Nestemelt reported an agreement had been

reached for LASL to test
a UK device at NTS.



Keto to Reeves message on

6/”
13 Dec. on possible mid-Feb. 62 shot for U.K. 1

hf

Cost estimates, alternative,
etc. are detailed and information is requested.

Situation is somewhat confused.

AFSWC History Office

Ae13’Decembefi-house memorandum inAFSWC notes that planning group

called the Nuclear Test Directorate with office symbol SWS has been formed

within the AFSWC to handle the planning for and preparations

support of nuclear testing. Approximately 15 personnel from

for any Air Force

other areas

and within AFSWC have been assigned to this office which is under the direct ion

of Colonel Paul Wignall.

4/ A@
A >4 Dec. message from Bradbury to Betts, in addition to updating the underground

,
test schedule at NTS, notes for the first time that I have seen that even after

the start of atmospheric testing (proposed for 1 April), underground test”ing will

continue indefinitely at the NTS.

Note that in the updated Livermore underground shot list transmitted to Betts

on 15 Dec., of the 30 possible tests through Aug. 62 for Livermore, 14 of them are

proposed for Area 12 tunnels. This was just prior to the Feather event (which vented)

and following Feather, there were only additional

time frame before the end of Aug. in fact.

(}

tunnel shots attempted in the

0n&4Decemberz Foster senta message #BYX-61-206 to Commissioner
--——

Leland Hayworth, Attention: Chairman Seaborg.
The message particularly

addresses the use of Pa:ific Islands and begins “This TWX is in response Ly

toa request from the Chairman during his visit here for an early reply concerning



the latest feelings of J.JRL with regard to the use of Christmas Island for the

forthcoming test series. We continue to feel that Christmas Island can

represent the most desirable test location for the atmospheric series if it

can be made available for exclusive use by the U. S. from January 1 through July 1.. .

In addition, diagnostics which we could expect to obtain will be superior to -

those of any other available location. For example,

/( !,.:(c)
~wkch require alpha diagnostics, could be adequately diagnosed with the balloons

at Christmas Island. Tests

more expensively at a much

-1 ()

at these yields can of course be -done underground

slower rate. . . . . . A further general advantage

of Christmas Island would be the opportunity to fire a large number of devices

fixed at altitudesby balloons. This procedure minimizing the probabilityy of

component malfunction. “ He goes into further detail on the Sioux Vulnerability

Experiment which requires that a number

in the vicinity of a nuclear explosion and,

of samples be placed on the surface

whereas, NTS would be the most

suitable location, if not possible there, then Christmas Island would be the

.
next best choice since it cannot be done on shipboard. Also, conducting this

test underground raises questions about the feasibilityof sample recovery and

information transmission. Thus, in summary for Christmas, “If use of the

Island would impose limitations on U. S. authority in direction of the test program,

types of devices or

of another site. In

we would stillurge

number of shots, then the Lab would recommend

the event the Island is not available for a series

selection

this spring,

that”arrangements be made to provide assurance on the use

of this facility for future nuclear programs. “ He notes that he has had discussions

with Starbird on a possible shipgoing operation which would also utilize Jarvis

Island and that, by and large, the major Livermore objectives can be achieved

.



by such methods. He feels the Liberty Ships would make suitable shot

platforms but Livermore feels the presence of such a large ship may disturb

the radiochcmistry to the extent that the samples may be questionable. Note that

this message was certainly used by Commissioner Hayworth as an input to his

letter to Bundy on 15 December which is documented in File Notes A.

A TWX from Brad bury to Beth on !4 December responds to the 12 December

request from Bet-ts for an updated underground shot plan with the LASL plans Ctic
covering the time period up theu June 62.

On December 15, George Cowan sent a memorandum to Brad bury addressing the

Ie~l_erfrom Bethe on 5 December. As for prompt samp I ing on underground shots,

the experience to date since September has been very poor but the Fisher event

has yielded the first useful prompt radiochemical sample in the multi-fi loton

region known to Cowan. As for a delayed sampling, the time delay has been one

to two months and may come down to approximately three weeks and is reasonably
w

accurate in determini,n~ yield for single stage devices but for multi-stage

diagnostic’s determinations are relatively poor. LASL drill-back problems

in contrast with Livermores has been greater since it is more difficult to

drill in uncompacted alluvium than it is in compacted tuff. As for the question

of tunnels versus holes, Cowan feels Bethe is making his conclusions based on

certain recent overly optimistic LRL+S statements and that the stemming problem”

in funnels still exists whereas the only significant advantage of tunnels over

holes is the added ease of line-of-sight experiments and does not exist in the

realm of sample recovery.

14 December Br.adburyreplies to Betts’ 12 December message with LASL

B

desires through June 62 but expresses hope that the e
President will soon realice such detailed ad’fanceplanning
is sc temporal and cha~ge2ble 2s to not last very long.

Here is a letter from T=chek to
Scott at Sandia on 15 Decsmber 61 which is—–- -----

fly

unrelated to VELA HOTEZ. It is the LASL ~limin~ request for diagnostic xucket

capability for-the high altitude

Midway if the warhead tumbles or

other west coast launch site for

testx and includes mention of KAUAI, possible use of

is “laid over” on its side,

the highest altitude of the

end Point A~uello

detonations.

or



The progress report covering thru 15 Dec. 61 mentions under the heading

of hydrodynamictechniquesexperimentsbeing planned

There are other discussionsin these earl)

progress reports of such experimentsgoing on at some location,I assume 410,

with results being obtained by this group. The discussion in this report of the

Gnome event emphasizes the

equipmentonce it had been

myriad of problems that the people ran into with the

shipped to the field, due in part to the poor prepara

for shipmentand the fact that certain data was salvaged because of the efforts

of personnel in the field. After a brief discussionof each of the NTS events

being planned and prepared for and some of the problems there due partly to lack

of personnel, the Pacific operation is noted as not having any progress in certain

due “to absence in the field of appropriatepersonnel.” Furthermore,and

significantly,the developmentof the “electronicoscilloscoperecording system

actually regresseddue to scavengingof its co@onents for use in operativeNTS
\\

systems.

As of 15 Dec. 1961, AFSWC has clonea large amount of work on a distance
-

measuring equipment (DME) system for use in the upcoming air drops. This iS

reported on by AFSWC to Systems Command Headquarters as of the 15th of Dec. and /’K

it is by no means a completed project as of this date.” The reports of the three

tests of system that has been developed to date have not yet attained a satisfactory

drop test where the drop “shapewith the transmitterwas able to be tracked by the

three aircraft (2 C-130’S and B-52). The goal of the system is to obtain accuracy

of .25% over ranges of 15 xniles and the tests to date have included sosne air borne
.

tests over White Sands. This brief study outlines the future plans to modify the

system and continue testing it until if is satisfactory.

.“
9

.



A 15 Dec.
#$/l ~...

McMillan panel

recommendation

Starfish event

message from DASA to the Air Force and the Navy notes that the
.>

has been studying the Fishbowl effects program and made a strong

35for exposing a full scale ICB1lre-entry vehicle or vehicles on the”

to observe missile vulnerability.

to measure neutron heating and x-ray effects and

would be rendered inert.

The RV would be instrumented

would be recoverable. The RV

cl
Here is a 15 Dec. letter from Gen. Booth to Headquarters Air Force informing~- ..,. ....

them of the JTF-8 decision to use the Thor for Fishbowl. Among the details of the

Sg..tests to be performed, it is stated that 3 pods will be deployed from each missile

for each test and that for the Bluegill event,
a prope~~ed pod should be provided

on the nose of the

of such a pod with

Air Force consider

Redstone system.

A 15 Dec. TWX
te=-program”-for Dec. 61 through Aug. 62 and inciudes shots.

missile. DASA has previously funded for the design and test

Chrysler as part of Willow planning. It is requested that the

this particular design even though it was designed for the

from Foster to 13ettscontains the planned LRL underground

On 15 .Dec,_Bradburysent a rather lengthy TWX to Gen. Betts on the subject
of ~D and AEC responsibilities as brought up by the recent DDR&E TWX to
Betts and the question of the so called effects test of the 50 X1Y2 device.
Bradbury makes a strong argument for the misunderstanding DOD seems to have
of just what it is that the MC has been responsible for in weapons testing
for years and points out that it was the responsibility of the AEC to de- /?

velop weapons and make appropriate diagnosticyexperimental measurements to-
wards this objective and in addition, to provide by calculation or direct
measurement for the using agency the definitive information regarding the
fundamental output of those bombs. This, of course, specifically includes

the spectrum measurements in such areas as x-ray and neutron outputs,which

is often required by the DOD. He goes into some detail on what he feels is

the proper definition of the weapons effects responsibility which the DOD

does in fact have, and makes the following statements: llwebelieve the

AEC should understand these words to mean the effects which are caused by
the use of nuclear weapons on system or things of DOD interest, for example

structures, communication, etc. The effects of nuclear weapons on nuclear
weapons are an AEC responsibility as is the determination of the actual

emanations coming out of the detonating nuclear system. The latter should /7

not be considered to be a “weapon effect.” It is also important that the

AEC ascertain whatever it caqabout the phenomena associated with nuclear
explosions whether of immediate interest to the DOD or not.” Dr. Bradbury

also discusses the theoretical role of DASA as a collection and sorting
agency for the various services within the DOD and feels that the AEC should
have no objection to them acting as such but sort of wistfully wishes that
they in fact could act as such instead of having the various contractors
and services come directly to the AEC and the labs in so many cases.



A letter from Commissioner Leland Haworth to Mr. Bundy, the President’s
special assistant for national security affairs on 15 Dec. addresses the
advantages to be gained by having Christmas Island ~le for the
test series. The summary of the letter reads “To summarize, the availa-
bility of Christmas Island by Jan 1962 for the coming series of tests would

Rbe highly advantageous in that it would permit the conduct of a more extensive,
more carefully instrumented and operationally simpler program with greater
assurances of attainment o? test objectives. Even if use in this series were
limited by shortage of time, $$~ilability for subsequent series could be of
great importance. However, -rigorous restrictions imposed by the British,
particularly on the content of the test series or on our freedom of control,
could largely, or even completely, nullify the potential advantages.”
Mr. Haworth concentrates some length in his letter on the subject of the
desirability of having the island base for the most accurate and proper
diagnosis and output “measurementsof the tests themselves. He makes a very
strong point “asto the need for a fixed base and at most desirable a land
base for diagnostic instrumentation to carefully pinpoint its position and
also the desirability of having the detonation carefully located and he
compares the use of Christmas Island either in conjunction with airdrops or
in some cases balloon tethered shots to the diagnostics problems with havin~
an open ocean series where the devices would be-either airdropped or on
ships in some cases and the instrumentation would be largely either ship-
based or airborne.

A15 December TWX from the Chief of DASAto the Chiefof

and the Chief of Naval Operations begins with the following:

StaffAir Force

“McMillan panel

in studying effects programs for Fish Bowl has made strong recommendation

for exposure of fullscale ICBM re-entry vehicle or vehicles on the Star Fish

Event to observe missile vulnerability.” DASA asks that the services advise

them of feasibilityof this proposalby 22 December.

taz

“ -A 15 December TWX from AFSWC to AFSC detai Is the latest in sampler aircraft
— .—...._,_

requirements as seen by this agency.
It is stated that a letter from the Chief

of DSA to the JCS has stated that the requirement is for 22 sampling aircraft

for Bluest-raw, divided into 12 B57B and 10 B57D aircraft. AFSC is urged to

assign to the air-weatherservice 6 more B57D aircraft and major repair of one

D aircraft will be required to satisfy the requirement-s. Furl-her augmentation

of B57B’s is not requred.

A ~e.c- T~fx from ‘ester ‘o ‘en”
Betts on the subject of the gray area

between AEC and DOD responslblllties states ~h~ fo~lo~{l]l~:
“Specifically

my understanding is that the AEC has responslblllty for ~~arhead design an!,The “gray area

output, including blast, x-rays, neutrons,
and gamma rays.

is the transmission of these effects.
The DOD responsibility is the response

This,position seems
of military equipment and personnel to these effects. .
adequately covered

LRL, on
in Starbird’s letter to Dr. Brown, Dlrector~ .

NOV. 23, 1960.” Foster goes on to say that he docsn’t feel ther~ 1S a-gr~Y

area involved in the request for LASL to make a measurement on tne radlatlon

produced by the warhead being questioned here,
as well as he feels there

is no question on the 1000-kilometer shot ~ihlchhe feels are both appropriate

experiments for the AEC to perform if it so desires.



Correspondence

,

635 tch-b%- J?ZA-C4
in mid-December 1961 indicates that the advantages and

disadvantasles of e~ing islands based and fix shot !ocation testing ~

●

versus having an open sea shot location with measurements being done from
Bfl

either fixed or mobil sites as possible is ~~ellunder way. A TWX from

Al Graves to DMA on 14 December seems to indicate that LASL was fully

behind having available an island such as Christmas for fixing the position

of the diagnosticsi.as well as the device detonation location.

Here is a copy dated Q’ December 19~of Bill Ogle’s Christmas Island trip

report i-oGen. Betts. The visit was made from 5 December *O II December= .

A TWX on 27 D~,.ufrom Mr. Reeves of ALO to Gen. Betts seems to be addressing
the need for information by the beginning of work on Dec. 18 by a man named
Anderson of DM4 and Reeves is stating there is no time to call a planning
board meeting to arrive at the information requested prior to that time but
he presents the information as ALO is able to come up with it in this TWX.
Apparently, based on the current LRL and LASL underground test schedules,
ALO was asked to come up with detailed cost and schedule figures and to
discuss and perhaps address various alternative methods of saving money and
improving schedules, etc. The TWX goes into”a great deal of detail on the
advisability of hiring extra crews at the NTS,of working extra shifts, of
changing the number of hours per work week, of shutting down rigs for week-
ends, etc.

On 17 Dec. Bill Ogle sent a report on a summary of his visit to Christmas—- —
Island to Gen. Betts which is enclosed here and I believe we have a copy of
at MSL, the number being JO-541. I will quote herethe conclusion of this
report. !!V,~ileChristmas Island is not developed to the extent that is

Eniwetok-Bikini, it could be made into an eminently satisfactory site
for atmospheric tests. The main point that strikes the observer irmnediately
is that there is so much space, all flat. Air fields, parking ramps, etc.
can be as large as necessary. Buildings need not be crowded together,
scientific stations can be properly piaced.

There is no serious fallout hazard. The weather is good. The site d
seems to be ideal for balloon sites and air drops. It
barge shots because of deep anchorage. But experience
us how to do even this properly.

While there are many problems, it.appears that the
that arise in considering a quick operation have to do
facilities, in particula~ those concerned with Alpha.

is more difficult for
would probably teach

most serious ones
with the technical
For longer ranged

planning the main problemis clearly that of docking facilities for l;rge
ships.

Therefore, from an operational and technical point of view, Christmas
Island is to be highly recommended. Politically of course, the finger may
point elsewhere.”



BOX 558

This box contains the 17 Dec. 61 trip report by Bill Ogle on his visit to Pi
—

Christmas Island earlier that month. It is document No. JO-541 and is contained

in the first folder in the box.

This box also contains information on Pacific and NTS building and land

programs thru the period of interest as well as some security and classification

notes from Dominic.

Correspondence in the last half of December of 61 indicates a possible visit

by Fleming of Livennore to England to discuss the problems of B-57 sampling of

air burstsj apparently to get information that the British acquired on their use JT
of these aircraft. A letter from Foster to Betts on 22 December notes that LASL

desires to send Paul Guthals along with ITLemingand that Livexmore prefers hi

the ‘week of 15 January for the visit.

An ~8 Dxx. memo from Col. Anderson, Deputy to @n. Bet~s, tO Gen. Betts
discusses the results of a meeting with Gen. Starbird and includes the
following items among others. DMA has issued authority to ALO authorizing
Reeves to direct H(Jito begin hiring personnel immediately and HGN plans
to have about 1000 people ultimately involved in the JTF operations.
The first DOD high altitude shot is scheduled for 7 Nay at Johnston Island

with actual work towards this date beginning at Johnston Islan”d on Jan 3.
/9

It is stated also that Johnston will not be used as a base for sampler air-
craft. The Honolulu newspapers have written a couple of articles which are
regarded as “surmise” articles, addressing the HG~ hiring. The JTF generated

cover story is that the hiring is for strictly DOD work at Johnston Island
for construction, rehabilitation and service support for Johnston Air Force
Base. As for fundip~ for Johnston Island build-up, it is tentatively decided
t’hatDOD will pay for construction which relates to the DOD technical pro-
gram, whereas the rehabilitation of the administrative facilities will be

paid for by the MC. As for the Johnston Island management it i.splanned
for an agreement to be negotiated such that JTF-8 will take control of
J. I. from the present controlling agency which I believe is PACAF and will
negotiate satisfactory agreements for use with the present users. HGN will
then provide the support facilities and the AEC will be reimbursed for the
costs that are attributed to non-JTF users. Operational drop aircraft and
sampler aircraft are planned to be based at Barbers Point Naval Air Station
with only minor additional facilities needed there. The remainder of the
Air Task group will be based at Hickam and there is a need for at least
$100,000 to be spent there to build and rehabilitate barracks buildings.
Furthermore, the filATSfreight terminal at Hickam which is presently jammed /57
to capacity will require some additions for the JTF needs. JTF head-
quarters will be located on Ford Island and the Navy has agreed to the use
of the buildings there which are in need of some repair. Gen. Starbird
feels the AEC should pay the rehabilitation costs listed above for Ford

Island and, I believe, Hickam also, based on the fact that the requirement
of these facilities arises primarily from the AEC development shots.



There are a couple memos from the AEC secretary on about L8._Dec.noting
the fact that a response to Dr. Harold Broxn’s letter on the subject of
the atmospheric test series be prepared and that Gen. Betts of DLIAwill fl

be preparing a reply.

o
Here is an interest- message fxxu Reeves b Ee%tc m~.e ~~.c~~-kerwhich is

31
documentedbriefly in the NTS planing board notes but a few specifics ought to be

mentioned. Based an a request fnm Betts on 12 December, Reeves mlces certain

estimates such as total fiscal year costs for testing of HI. million for FY-62 and

$28,000,000 for FY-63. The drilMng program for the program set out by Betts requires

a 56 hour work week (Y.days) on three shifts, with drilling support activities and

constructionof surfsce facilities requiring a 54 hour work week on the average.

Reeves estimates the amount of drilling and the fact that it will require additional

personnel to be hired immediately and sets out various interesting statistics such as

that there are presently about forty rigs

per hour which is equivalent to $1000 per

uork is shut down on the week-ends, which

on rental at an average rate of about $25

hour just for the drill rigs and thus, if

would mount to $f@,OCKl of rental money

wested each week. h generel, he seems to be arguing against adding a fourth shift

to cut down the pay per man and Juti.fyingthe fact that the hours cannot be decreased

at this t3me in oxilerto meet the planned shot schedules. As k% for the areaof

tunneling,the average work week required to meet the schedules is fifty-fourhours

and even at that additionalpersonnel.are needed to be hired immediately,which among

other problems,will tax the presently overcxtwded state of Cemp 12. h the area

of tunnelingcrews he is arguing for both more people and more facilities.

Around the last week of December, the AEC is making estimates fmm their Field

Offices and from their contractors, such as H & N for Washington on how much the

exphndedoverseas:atmosphericprmgram will cost under various assumption and how the

Costs should most appropriatelybe split between the DOD and the AEC.



An 18 December TWX from Headquarters Air Force to Systems Command

starts off “the DASA has made the decision to use the Thor Missile in

Operation Fish 130wl.“ AFSC is assigned the responsibilityfor Air Force

participation in this project and will support DASA with the firing of two

&zmissiles from Johnston Island suitably modified and instrumented; the

addition of three pods to each booster. Such pods have been d&signed and

tested by Ch]ysler Corporation as part of the Willow Planning. Although

this was done for the Redstone System, preliminary information is that the

design is compatible with the Thor. One Thor confirmation test is to be done

about 1 March. Two additional missiles are to be suitably modified as

backups. The weapon effects program for DASA is to be delegated to the

Commander of Field Command. The Chief of DASA is responsible for overall

technical management of Fish Bowl and will coordinate the instrumentation to

be placed in the pods.

I n the letter f rorn Ramey referred to two i terns back, dated 18 Occember 196!,
;P - ~.

to Genera I Ludecke, Ramey notes that there were previous oral d i scussions i n m

.

December between Betts, Senator Jackson, and Ramey who was executive d i rector
!5 c’

of the JCAE. - The discussions concerned selection and priority of weapons

tests in the event’ the U.S. resumes atmospheric test i ng and Ramey says “ I n

accordance with the above discussion, it wouid be appreciated if the commission

-.

WI I i prepare for the information of the Joint Conunittee a set of alternative.

I ists of tests in order of priorities dependent upon var~ous I imitations,

variations and assumptions as, for exampie, if there are no limitations on

atmospheric testing compared with limitations on total yields, size of blast)
.

and I ocati on of detonat ion .“



.,

-On 18 December, Sam Howell of H3N sent a letter to Sherman Sullivan of AEC (Los

effects

Angeles) on subject of’’feasibility study, shot barges and other vehicles.’l

c
This is an update and expansion of information included in a report titled ‘

“Feasibi Iity Study, Shot Barges” dated February 1960. Five different types

of Qarges are discussed, known as a Ty e 1, Type 11, etc., and their availability

(
ror~c,s <d

adaptability to rapid transit, fo~cas ed delivery to forward area, and outfitting

as shot vehicles is discussed in some detail. As for handling them as shot

vehicles it is noted “the Eniwetok Proving Ground provides.suitable facilities,

but other sites thus far contemplated do not have sufficient dept~ of” water

for movement of cu++itted barges to sea, or the use of existing dock facilities

would impose a considerable handicap to cargo handling, Therefore; it is

recommended that unless EPG is utilized, outfitting of barges should be accomp

at a shipyard in the Honolulu area, for sites thus considered.” Howell notes

that a study by H$N of deepsea moorings is contftnuing but that another method

ish

s

presented here for positioning vehicles in the open sea in the event that anchorin!

shot vehicles in deep water is not feasible. This method is known as Project

MOHOLE, and a drawing of the proposed vessel known as Cuss I is provided. Thru

a combination of radar, sonor, and outboard motors working in conj :nction with

underwater buoys and special reflectors, the vessel will maintain its own

position within about 250 feet.

On 19 December, Conrad Longmire sent a message thru Betts to Panofsky who
~-— cd

apparently was working with Spurgeon Keeney with the administration at this time.

The major thrust of this lengthy message was to provide justification for the

effects tests being considered as well as general Justification for doing nuclear

tests at ail. One of the major arguments of course was that as long as the

Russians did not test and therefore did not learn specific and discreet effects

of various weapons, the U.S. probably would not be losing any advantage; however,

since the Russians seem To have been doing such effects tests in their testing to

date as well as operational systems tests, there is an urgent need for the U.S.

to do sane effects tests of their own. Longmire addresses certain questions on

which these test should throw light, including EMP, Blackout, XO atmospheric



On 19 Dec. Mr. Batzel of LRL sent a TWX to Gen. Betts on the subject of
the=ability and feasibilityof pursuing the ChristmasTree concept
which Betts had earlier requested comments on. Mr. Batzel goes into some

of the details of the desirability of having tunnels for improved diagnostics
on detonations as omosed to using iust holes. and he discusses SOII’Ieof the
engineeringproblem;’and stemming-p;oblemsinvolved in both holes and tunnels.
As to a recommendationabout pursuing the ChristmasTree concept he states
*!Inthe light of our existingexperiencesLRL also has reservationsabout
the feasibilityand desirabilityof starting constructionof a Christmas
Tree facility at this time. 4As we gain more experienceabout the problems
of stemming,radii of damage, and the effects of geology,we will be in a
position to make a firm recommendation.” On the question of outer space
testing, Batzel states that LRL believes it is very importantto develop
a capabilityto diagnose nuclear tests in space and that an effort should
be made to establishthis capability. Further, LRL believes that it is
urgent that the techniquesfor diagnosingand instrumentingsuch tests
be checked out during the forthcomingatmosphericseries.

.

ImportantTWX from Batzel to Eetts on 19 Dec. discusses success (and lack of)

Lth tunnel containmentto date; relation of this to yield of device. The feeling

s that testing.should use a mix of tunnels and holes, and new concepts of

ntrancesfor tunnels, reentry probabilities,etc. He feels tunnels are
HP

pticwmways to do extensive diagnostic shots and capability should be developccl.

etweennow and May 62, LRL site-limited (due to lack of tunnel sites) and some

xperimentswill be delayed. Expanding Area 9 hole operations are in effect.

enervationsare voiced about feasibilityand desirabilityof “Christmas Tree’f

t this time. Space testing and need to establish capability to diagnose such

ests is strongly favored.



Here is a report by Major Trimble of the AFSIVC Nuclear Test Planning

Office to his commander on his

wiith Schuster, Hollingsworth,

visit to Sandia Corporation and discussions

and Eckhart on 19 December. In addition to
Bz

learning the status of the Planned Laboratory Airdrop Programs, he learned

from Mr. Hollingsworth that tracers would be installed on certain of the LRL

airdrop devices. Another requirement for several of the aird reps will be the

release of 28 instrumented dummy shape by the B52 aircraft three to five seconds

prior to the release of the test device for the purpose of obtaining ALFA

measurements. A discussion of possible targets resulted in general agreement

that it be free floating and sea a:.,chored and probably be mounted on a barge or

several barges lashed together. Furthermore both visual and radar reception

of the target is required. Thus as a minimum the target must have: lights;

radar reflectors; and beacons. A mcmg other recommendations made by

Trimble are that the test directorate identify a radar beacon which is compatible

with the B52 BOMB-NAV System and barge mounting limitations , and that the

Air Crew Training Program concentrate on radar releases as well as visual.

.,

In answer t: the question about any Soviet veepons effects tests, the three high

altitude tests are noted saying “they could be used to detezmine “

ionospheric effects, while the latter two are associated with complex missle firings,
. . LA

end mqz be in addition connected with attempts to see the effective weapons firings
—..

on missle warning system. ” Also noted are the undezgrrmnd testx, undemater testx,

~d near sur2kce water zest ~%ick nay have yielded effects infoxnation.



,. . ....*

A 20 December 51 letter from lytitiuryto Bethe answers
-. ●

Bradbuzy a few days ~ earlier that had to do v-ithundergmmnd testing versus

atmospheric

testing. I

right now 1

test ing and Bethe’s strong” feelings about not going back to atmospheric

believe that I took notes on this else@nere but since 1 can’t find them

will make a few comnents about this letter from Bradbmy. He feels that

Bethe is “oversold on the virtues of tunnels versus holes for underground testin~ in

which the primary information desired yield, Alpha, and some timing information.”

Brdbury goes on to note that so far} the tunnel shots have all given trouble to a

g=ater or lesser degree with their lack of confinement, whereas the vertical holes

.....x,.

have given no such trouble and this is significant especially from the
......

exposure point of view. “By this technique LASL has been able to fire about twice

aa many shots as Li.vemom during the ssme time period ~ and all our s~ot~ ha= (or

will have) eventual.dia+gnostics. ‘;!ew ;J.~.agree that for some types of heavily

di%nosed, heavily collimated experiments, tunnels are probably p.wfctile ‘toholes.”
that

Bradbuxy goes on to note that Bethe’s point probably is not most cnphatlc~ y :*&-S.elS

t~ are better than holes but

virtues of underground testing.“ He

whoever tests in the atnosphem will

u.niiewrmnd and feels that, while we

that LASL should believe “ccl m f!? mzXXJy Q1 “the

then makes his

certainly maIke

should keep at

all we can do, we had better get ready to do thk~s

,.:#K* *F - ~*
international situation: “the great titernational politi~~ ,....,<

**
~ - .-’~

present U.S. course of action have been and are uncle~r ‘o ‘“

come to the conclusion that small seem to act (like zmy W’=@ * -“~ w +=~.>..m,;J:+.
-<,>p,,

* - q;:’:’~ ?,+*e
and pure self interest. NO one is afraid of the U ● S●”= “- ,,,W@.

,\#@W@MIPm”* *t

bold bad Russians-one had better be nice to them! ~’%~”-
.;.p\J:

S suspect that it is now believed among the neut\“@ta Cnsu

~ * *,,!,
“- ~~\~,.,,+...+,,,

win a war with the U.S, And if you are little, }~”i1’
*

winner ! In any event, in contrast to the WUil- I’~“*-*
‘%

politically, I find myself wondering if we mi@~’
\,,\{; *

~,,$
more respect. We would at least show that we ~:.’”



4/
A 20 Dec. letter from Reeves to Betts addresses

the work week at the NT”S.

a 54 hour
4

.
.

Reeves recommendation for the time be~ng

is for the crafts to be put on

work week.

Here is a 20 De<~. letter from Keith Byrne, Acting Director of the Air Force

Operations within AFSWC at this time to ALO which informed them that A’FSWChas

r&
requested 24 B-57 type samplers of Headquarters Air Force and been informed that”

this requirement cannot be satisfied. I think this letter is documented elsewhere

and the Air Force has replied that 15 B-57’s, including 4 D’s, would be made

available.

Here is documentation of a communications meeting held in Las Vegas

20 Dec. 61 and attended by representatives of the 3 labs, Douglas, AFSWC,-

H&N, AEC, and Air Force Organizations with both requirements and support

capabilities.

on

EG&G,

A*2O Dec. 61 letter from Gen. Booth to the Air Force Chief of Staff discusses

the need for samplers for the Task Force. He states, “As you know I am asking for

a total of 10, of which only 4 are already modified and 1 of these is in such poor m

shape as to make its repair uncertain. Because of the time limitations on the

proposed test

nature of the

series I

proposed

must continue to press for all 10. However, in view of the

series and the over–riding importance of adequate sampling,

it would .completelyunrealistic to undertake the test with less than 5 and even 6

would be the minimum number assigned to positively insure the minimum required of

5 available for any of the 7 larger yield devices programmed. Consequently it is

obvious that some D’s must be modified by the 15 Mar. deadline necessitated by the

proposed schedule of events.”
#



CL(
‘A 20 December TWX from Ogle to Task Force Personnel notes that there wi I I be a—--- ---

28 December meeting in Las Vegas to discuss J-3 type operations plans for Hi lo.

OA ZO Decernbe_r letter from Col. Joseph Byrne of AFSWC to the manager of ALOO,

outlines the status of the procurement of sampler aircraft todate and in

particular provides this for LASL since they are spending time and money

procuring particulate sampling tanks to equip the fleet and therefore must

know what size the fleet wi II be. The original AEC request for 24 sampler c~

configured B57 Aircraft cannot be satisfied; the USAF response initially

has been that four B57Dts and II B57B/C/E~s as well as 15 B57’s will be made

Subsequent guidance which includes planning for a maximum of onlyavailable.

one event per day has led to a new determination of requirements for only 10

B57D’s and 12 B57B/C/E’S. AFSWC has sent this restated and new requirements on

to higher headquarters requesting reconsideration of Air Force support.

John Foster on 21 December in a TWX to Betts put his support behind the LASL

proposed very high altitude event. He stated that Livermore’s present under-

standing is that there is only 2 high altitude shots planned from JOhnston

Island and that LRL will piggyback on these shots to develop space tasting

techniques. Of these shots, one is toalow an altitude (50 kilometers) but

the other one (at 400 kilometers), Livermore hopes to use to test their

diagnostic methods. Livermore feels that a second! shot ebove 400 kilometers

would be desirable and therefore recommends the retention of the DOD/LASL

proposed 1000 kilometer, 165 H test.

A 20 Dec. TWX from the Chief of DASA to DMA and AFSWC requests AFSWC to
proceed with the design and procurement of sea borne targets for the airdrops
including radar reflectors, radar responders and lighting and requests the 4

AEC to provide necessary initial funds.

A 20 Dec:T\fX from Batzel of LRL to Gen. Betts and Mr. Reeves of ALO is
on%=-subject ‘ofschedules for underground testing at Nevada and in par-
ticular the construction and digging schedules at the NT.$. Batzel notes

that the present LRL schedule through 1 April has a few shots removed from
it for two reasons: 1) An appreciation of the difficulties involved in #

providing locations for the experiments and 2) preparation for the atmospheric

series beginning in April. Batzel further discusses the fact that ex-

periments which could have been done before April cannot now be executed
because of the lack of suitable sites, particularly high yield sites. And

requests that in the future decisions with respect to construction timing

in the various tunnels should be coordinated with his laboratory and re-
/’?’

quests that an NTS planning board meeting be held before there is any

action taken with respect to the reassignment of mining crews.



., ..=--- ..” - _.. A.”4y. .*LL G d.LG>LLI1 iiie Ge-

cisions were required immediatelyto r.eetthe April 1 scheduledate since
the holiday was fast approachingand Gen. Betts, among other things, autho-

rized H&N to do certainhiring and initiateprocurementof construction
equipment,materials and supplies,authorized3.S million dollars of a

$5 million authorizationto HGN for the work to be performedprior to f
June 30 and presentedH6N with the cover storY as to the PurPose of the
work that they were performing in the Pacific area. The memo further

states “Arrangementshave been made to identifyand contact past employees
to determine if they are availableto meet the predicted early needs.”

x Among other Planning Directives contained in the NVOO files are the

following: one in 1962 nn the DOD shot SmaU Boy;one on the DOD shot

DannyBoy; one in-on 20 December on Project Wagon and the Buckboard

Crater Excavation Project, knovmas ~kboard H,and this directive

contains updated guidance for Project wagon which is an excavation project

involving detonation of a . 4 kiloton device buried about 130 feetbelow the
surface and to be detonated in basalt in Area 18. Planning for Wagon is to
continue witha tentativedetonation date set for late spring 1962. Buckbotird
IIis a project to do Post-Shot exploration of the Buckboard Crater to obtain
true crater measurements, particalciistt;butionand permanent displacement.
Itis noted thatdesign engineering is authorized for Buckboard 11and that
thiswork mustbe completed before P=oject,Wagon can be ’detonated.

21 Dec. 61, J-16 Report: Under the heading of Airborne Measurement,Wakefield
*

and others report that the airborne electromagnetic

w
measurement

equipment is being improved as well as other additions to the-~~ear for

the aircraft being worked on.

22 Dec. 61, J-6 Report: A listing of status of each Area 3 hole contains the
> —--—-~

following information:
“B

!
TWO holes Were expended earlier in Dec.; about three holes ‘

i
were completedduring this time period bringing the total of ready holes to about five,

and severalothers are in various stages of completion.

-n A lengthy TWX from Reeves to Betts on 21 December detai Is the respective——

funding responsibi]itf,es between JTF8 and the AEC inconnection wi*h the
Cti

expanded Bluestraw Plan.

- 2&~_ecember 1961_~onfidential TWX from Reeves to Craig, DMA on plans
and estimates for Vela Uniform

DRIBBLE - standby with very little activity
SHOAL - carry program thru exploration, selection, and shot (May -
June 1964)
WHIRLAWAY - mention of these being held at Manzano by Sandia



On 21 13ecember, Headquarters SAC queried Chief of Staff Air Force on
—.—— —

various details of support for the FISH BOWL Operation. Based on the requirements

that were becoming hard and fast for THOR Systems, SAC wishes .toknow who
m:

will provide the re-entry

the launch facilities, etc.

&#&
vehicles, the boosters, the ground support equipment,

since SAC has most of these capabilitiesand facilities

the present time.

Reeves xnessage of 21 Dec. to DMA Test Branch on Vela Uniform. Tells plans

and asks concurrence and/or further guidance.
plans are tO maintain “bare standby

Ho

condition for a period of’ 6-12 rnoriths’t on Dribble (off NTS) , but continue with

Shoal to shot in lace 62. He asks about Whirlaway device storage and maintenance

and technical readiness being maintained by Sandia.

Correspondence in late 61 and early 62 on “Tweezers” tests being performed

at NTS in Frenchman Flat”underground garage.

By a 21 Dec. TWX from Foster to Betts, LRL comes out in support of the LASL
~—

proposed 1000 kilometer high altitude tests as being useful and desirable for

~
testing out the LRL space diagnostic methods. Furthermore, Foster states that

Livermore plans to piggyback on the two DOD high altitude shots to develop space Hz

testing techniques, particularly on the high altitude one.

A~~.e.cember TWX indicates the build up of JI preparations with plans for

about 40 people to arrive at JI on 27 December to be9in “ork immcdiate[y ‘n

the facilities there.

A 22 December TWX from Reeves to tl&N addresses the cost estimate for the—-

expanded Bluestraw program. Of interest is the locations being planned for use

at this time which includes Oahu (including Ford Island, Hickham, and Barber’s

Point ) , Kauai, Johnston, Weather Islands, and Rocket launch Islands, Jarvis
CM

Island, and the open sea setup to include barges, modifications, etc., t-!&N

is requested to prepare the detc; !Gd cas~ estimate for two concepts: one south

of Hawaii, and 2, off Johnston Island.



.S ,,euu L+uul Iel> unbfi states that the AEC understands

that shot ships have been selected by number and requests that copies of these

drawings be sent to various AEC personnel as soon as possible.

~Another 22 December TWX fro,m Reeves to Howell of H&N states that the AEC was cl!

informed on 21 DEcember that the Thor facility location at Johnston Island has

been determined to be Priority #1 (new fill area) as identified at the Johnston

Island conference on 14 December.

PA!w&g 8’
. .

Here Is a letter

JTF8, to General

.

dated 22 December 1961 from Starboard, now commander of

Betts noting that in planning for the atmospheric tests
.

B!

both laboratories have important experiments which can only be conducted

on suitabie land surface areas. Thus, since Jarvis isiand appears to be

the most suitable location within the operational area for these experi-

ments, her requests Betts and his staff to make contacts with the interior

and state departments and try to ccmpiete arrangements for use of Jarvis

at the eariiest practicable date. General Bettsl reply on 5 January i962

notes that abou”t i million birds inhabit Jarvis Island and, therefore, he

recommends that, if possibie, Baker Island be ca~efully considered as an

alternati~e and that he has asked Biii Og}e.to iook into its acceptability
.

from a technicai viewpoint.. Until the decision has been made foi lowing

preferably on-site reconnaissance ’of both Jarvis and Baker Isiand, Betts-.

and his staff are gding ahead to obtain approval and/or concurrence from

the Departments of Interior and State for the use of either isiand for

a nuclear test site.

A 22 Dec. cover letter from Starbird to the
— ----

for B-57 D’s and states, “I understandGen.

Chief of DASA addresses the ,

m
Samuel advised you over the

telephonethat, though there is a valid requirementfor 10 sampler-configurated

B-57D’s,we felt we could we

no less.” Starbirdnotes an

DASA to the Air Staff and I am not sure how this can agree with the 20 Dec. letter

sent from Gen. Booth which gave the number as 6.

.

could quite acceptablygo it with 8 but absolutely .,

attached letter which would sent this request from



22 Dec. message from Betts to labs, operations offices, et al requests

“comments and recommendations concerning detonation of underground shots so as to

form high chimneys and produce slight intentional venting as a means of reducing

44P I
tunel COrltan]ination.ll He notes specific questions as to overburden criteria,

I
assurance of reduced contaminatiol~,etc.

A 2.2December@ memo fxtmnSwihart of J-15 to Graves indicates that the FIEEIER
-

shot was the first one to use the shock time of arri-wl technique for hydrodynamic

yield determination. Pd

A622 D~~emo from Col. Banks of DMA to a Mr. Holland of the Fallout Studies

Branch of the Div. of Biology and Medicine in the AEC covers some of the

details of the planned atmospheric test operation-which “may be useful to

you in your planning investigations of various fallout phenomena.” Among

other things, Col. Banks notes that there are a total o~f
detonations

scheduled between April 1 and June 15 and that of the
, about are

currently planned as airdrops, 2 are high altitude shots and Z--are surface

shots . He notes the range of yields of various shots and that the airdrops

are to be conducted 400 miles south of Oahu with shots scheduled about
uniformly throughout the test period. The 2 high altitude shots he notes

are to be 1 at with a yield of - and the other at

400 kilometers with a yield of .: and are scheduled to be performed

between May 15 and June 15 from Johnston Island. The two surface shots
which he notes are to be a 165 kt shot at Jarvis Island and a 2 kt shot at
the NTS. Further, for the assistance of Mr. Holland, he states that
Bob Goeckermann of LRL and George Cowan of LASL had been contacted relative
to attending a meeting to discuss fallout phenomena.

~ 23 ~ecember TWX from DASA Annex ( Ibeleive that this is the Washington base of

JTF at this time) to Ogle and Schuster notes -that the PMR ships are unavailable

444

for Bluestraw but ah MSTSC-2 Vicotry type ship which has the same type hold con-

figuration is considered a good substitute and has certain communications and

‘*radar capability and can be available to the AEC at a cost at of $3,000 per day.

Furthermore, Liberty class hulls can be obtained from the Maritime administration

at no cost but DASA needs to know how many, what dates, and where they are to be
delivered. The hulls are in good condition for a long tow at 4 knots,which will

require 25 days tow from San Francisco to Pearl,
and DASA needs to have the information

. as soon

request

as possible to request

that Schuster and Ogle

December conference in

-0?0 “

them from the Secretary of Commerce and

be prepared to discuss these two problems at

Washington.

C$i(



26 Dec. 61, J-8 Report: In addition to the details of their instrumentation

functioning during two weapons test at the NTS, they report that the Fisher Crater

caused considerable equipment loss. Measures were taken on the next shots to “
/5)

insure that this wouldn’t happen again. A prototype of a proposed universal zero

rack, IJZR, was inspected at NTS and this designappearst.omeet all LASL requirements.

I will not attempt to report on the specifics the instrumentation coverage of the

various shots unless they are extraordinary in some aspects.

26 Dec. 61.

a yield estimate

J-II Report: Further information on the Shrew event indicates that

based on one drill back sample has been made but that until the data

from the second drill back on a different radius has been analyzed

preliminary estimate. To date, the assumption has been made that

exhibited spherical symmetry in its phenomenology. As for the

, this is a

the device &y
event,

samples of debris have been obtained from two drill back holes. As for the Mink

event, one drill back sample has been used to estimate a yield and based on the dates

from shot to this report that took no longer than about three weeks. No drill back

sample has yet been obtained on the Fisher event which was about 10 days previous

to this report.

In a folder entitled “Kauai,” the first message is dated 26 Dec. 61 and

-R
requests DASA assist the AEC in acquiring real estate on Kauai adjacent to

Bonham with space for about 22 rocket launchers for Nike Apaches for the Sandia

program. Sandia will have complete technical and operational control of this

real estate and these facilities. The use agreement was signed between PACAF

and the AEC in late llar.62.

Once again, these 2 boxes contain a wealth of details and photographs of the

various Pacific Islands.

.
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Also me~tioned in this meet~ just above and in a mess%e on 26 December=is the

S-6 Coordinating Staff, which became known RS the SPAIN CooriLiaatingCommittee) whitb.?%

Richard lixs of the AEC in Los A.mgelesis supposed to convene as necessary to oversee

coordination of construction in the Pacific.

~ A 26 December I et-ter from A Co I . Redfield of AFSWC to the Conferees is the

minutes of the conference entitled “Preplanning Conference on Additional Aircraft

and Instrumentation,” held at Kirtland on 19 December. Information was passed

out on the equipment and capabilities for diagnostics of the two C13013’S CM
which h~ve been so configured, as well as the 2 KC135 Aircraft, which belong to

ASD and ESD of the Air Force Systems Command. LASL stated that they would look t

at the ESD KC135 (tail Number 131) and consider the existing. hardware in that..

aircraft versus the LASL requirements for an additional airborne instrumentation

platform. LRL stated a requirement for a 135 instrumented like the ASD 135 (tail

number 127) for airborne diagnostic verification of certain previously recorded

unknowns. Both laboratories were asked to make their requirements a matter of

record to the chief of DASA. The overall requirement-s for the Bluestraw

objectives showed the DOD requir~ing 2 KC135’S one at the conjugate point and one
.

.

requesting a 135 with LRL in

sampler aircraft situation

could not fi I I the Laboratories

B57D~s. The fact ithat the

was noted but the priorities

using U2 aircraft was discussed.

at Johnston Island and LASL requiring a 130B and

the same position. Some mention was made of the

in that the Air Force would provide 15 B57’s but

requirement of 22 aircraft, 10 of which wOu[d be

Air Force has in its inventory sufficient B57D’s

make only 4 of these available. The question of

On December 22, Starbird sent a TWX to Ogle outlining the specific items which

he desires to cover with Bill on Wednesday. They are: the acceptability of (x/
(?

4
Liberty ships a substitutes for PMR ships as the 2 Lab vessels; the size and

location of danger areas; the study of tidal effects on Hawaii; the possibility

and desirability of adding a safety length to prevent surface burst of large

detonation; what needs to be done to prepare ~authoritative statement that

there will be no serious eye burn problem; the standoff distance for ships

from a base surge point-of-view; and the materials and people that need to be

sent to Jarvis Island and the time schedule for this.



-A TWX from Ogle to his test unit commanders (Goeckermann, Schuster, Strabala,

and Klley) on 26 Decxr notes that Sam Howell has appointed Paul Spain to be

the construction coordinator for the overseas operation and that he will ’chair a

committee of J-6 type representatives o

up a meeting of the representatives of

appointed to discuss the plans and reso

users; and Rod Ray is requested to make

the various addressees. Spain is to set

each of the addresses who are to be
P [

ve the conflicts between the various

arrangements with Spain along the lines

of necessary missile base construction requirements

-A 2~ecember TWX from Hoer[in to the DASA Adjutant

requirements for at least one aircraft instrumented

diagnostic equipment. He details the

for H&N.

General notes the LASL

optically for space

number of windows, the

specific criteria including the base it is desired to operate from (Johnston

Island), the altitude capability (30,000 feet or higher), the requirements

for pressurization and heating as well as the minimum amount of vibration, and

in general those things which require a KC135 preferably.

A <6 Decembe~ TWX from Reeves to Col. Thomas Mann of Headquarters DASA notes

that appropriate action is needed immediately so that Sandia and H&.N can c~

acquire the necessary real estate for the rocket launchers for Nike Apaches on

the island of Kauai. Approximately 22 launchers and associated trailer and tent

facilities.

_ A ~December_TWX from Hoerlin to Sam Howell of H8N notes the LASL requirements

for space and facilities at Maui (Haleakala). Hoerlin requests that H&N secure . -

at the earliest time the appropriate real estate as close to the top of the
C4

mountain as possible.

In addttdon to the meeb~s of the

to evaluate the Russian progress, there

COlnmittee~” which is chaired by retired

Bethe panel and the Joint U.S./U.K. Committee

is a milit~ committee known as the “’lwti~

General Nathan F. Twining. There w= appar~tly

some report either sent to ‘l%ini~ or received from his committee around Christmas of

61 to which comments were being made by people such as Foster, Gr~Cs, Teller, and Ulam.

Lt
U1.amsen’#’hisremarks in a 26 December TWX to Headquarters Air Force for Twining

-—
Afibeginning “there is an inescapable conclwion from the briefi~ we had and fnm the



.

evahat ion of the Russisn tests by the

as pxxwed by their series of tests, is

weapons they have certainly closed the

-14- L17
Bethe panel that the Russian rate of progress,

most impressiveand that in the design of

gap which esisted between them and us.” He is

not se concernedby the ‘ . improvementof yield to weight ratio or the cheaper

cost of producingweapons which these developmentsare leading to, but is rather

impressedby the knowledge of effects of detonationsat various altitudesw’lichthey

are gaining and which is “of extreme importancefor militsry planning and applications.

They are able to start working out tactical snd stretegic technicsl concepts, it seems,

what we have been able to do in the past.” Ulam stnmgly feels that our development

the

testing should address the relation between rocketry and nuclesx weapons rather than

warheads themselves. He makes the example of designing and testing directed e‘X#s;o,

Furthermore, “the effect of nuclear explosions at very

high eltitudes,for example, the range from 50miles to 1000 miles or so, are .reslly

not much known and it is extremely important

whole prmblem of anti-ICB14defense. . . . I

in clear terms the necessity of a much more

to learn about it if only because of the

believe that our committee should state

direct snd more general engagementof the

Air Force in space technology. It is not only for ground-launchedmissles but for

satellitesand space vehicles that military pzublems will arise. The connection

between this whole field and the nuclear technologyshould”be enteredinto,explored

and worked on by the Air Force.” He notes that the Russianswill improbably d.E@

deploy the systemswhich they are testing now over the next few years but states

“fxmm the testimonygiven at our meeting in Santa lbnica it appears that for the next

few years a very promisk retaliatory system would exist in the deplo-ymentof ,agreat

number of KUWI’EX4ANmissles.” He notes that a number of these ( a thousand to fifteen

hundred)widely spaced should pxwvide us the destructivecapability Wainst Russia that

we need dur~q the next

have ond wtmld not have

ICBM’S.”

few years “under the assumptionthat the Russians do not now

dur~ the next few years a very efficientdefenoe against
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He summarizes by t@ng generally to state the recommendations

L#
snd conclusions

which he feels should be made: a nationsl defense effort which ‘w’auldiuclude testix

at various sltitudes to address the defense phenomenology p?mblens, a much expanded -

nle of the Air Fone in space technolo.~, and an increase in our retaliato~ strength,

to include missles such as the MINUTEMAN and airplanes, perhaps such as the B-TO. As

for present planning, he feels “the present of “requix%ments” spelled out in detail as

a necessary prelude to research and development of new technologies and weapons seems

to me parslyziu~ snd slowing down the development of new ideas and techniques. . . .

I recoghiee the problem which will exist if the President should decide to start a

series of new atmospheric or space testing: there will be a pressure for sll kinds

and numbers of minor and perhaps unimportant.e~eriments. One of the reasons for the

Russians’ success, say in the field of “space” seems to be their ability to concentrate

on a few major advances wtnichthen are pushed vezy Stmngly.’t He azgues %ainst the

present trend towards diversification in numemus smll developments and feels that

there should be a “permanent civili=-sc:cn.-,,.‘Ll:-mflitarybody thaa mere “laison”

selecting the main lines of advance in the field of rocketry plus nuclear tec”mology.fl



Here is a mexm intexnalto Livernme, #COPB 46H, end entitled “Excerpt Fmm

AP
MSWC, Document @MP -1-2151dated 26 December 196~, subject: Pre-plam&~ Cotie=nce

.

on Additiond Aircraft and InSrumentattin.” This contains notes from a tneet~ held

on 19 December 61 at Kirtlsnd with the

requirements for dieg~stic. aim raft.

I will. qu@e in here ceetain pertinent

Labs snd the Mlitsxy discussing their

It is documented in other sets of rmtes but
.

sections for Livermore in particular. ‘LKL

further stated that they had no specific requirementfor high altitude diagnostically

instrumentedaircraft at this time. This is becsuse they had planned for instrumented

rocket powered diagnosticp?mbes. They did express considerableinterest in the

participationand use of a KC-135 for ptu!!,speculative research purposes, if schedul~

ami utilization csn nake Ale aircraft ( snd/or sp.xe in the ai=raft ) availeble to

their Laborato~ personnel.. In any event, LFL definitelydid not want Sneir present

map of a specific requirementto be constnmi as either a lec~f interestor a

defi.niteposition that they ~ have no requirementsin the future. . . .

LRL stated the requirementfor a

#55Y-27(mc/~ possess~d) for

recorded/measuredunknowns.” As

135 type aircr-~t instnuzentedthe same es KC-135,

airboume disgnostic veriftcation es ?=CKpreviously

for ML: “LASL did not deliniate tlaeirspecific

sirbo#ne instrumentation requirementstithin the framework027conference0“0jectives.

hey did state that educated esttiates”to fulfill tineiranticipatedrequirementsfor

new, unique and modernized instrwnentatim would in pnbability requi.w a C-130 in

its enti-rdty.LASL withheld further speculationin this area until they could evaluate”

the capabilityof the instrumentationcontained h Kc-1352 #553U- (~c/~D p====d)~

and equate the existinghardware with their requi=nent to determine if there is an

overlap so as to reduce duplicationof effort.”

requirementsf’or the three went ies is Civen as

DOD: A KC-135 at - the conj~ate point;

~Le Sw,w of the piC-:UZZC2of aimraf~

.
follows:

ta’KC-135 at John3ton Island, with a

probable requirementfor a second KC-135 at this la ation which may be fiUcd by the

LKL KC-135.

LAsL: A C-130B; a KC-135, with a possib~ity of this requirementbe% satisfied

by the E= Kc-135> ~d a ‘te that a C-130 has been requestedto fill this slot. L$
LRL : A C-130B; a KC-135 (instrumentedlike ASD KC-135) end th:s o..ircmftis

.L - ~.~ nflrt ~+: .lT. if ~a.ui~d.



_ A ~26December TWX from Austin McGu ire at Lasl to Ogle and Schuster in Washington

discusses the LASL program fro 7 airdrops at sea and I land shot on .larvis

Island. The airdrops will be supported from I CVS(carrier) and 2 MSTS SHIPS.

McQuire details the L;&L personnel ri:quirments on each ship with the LASL C@

headquarters to be on the CVS. Further, he feels that Jarvis’ Island is not

available, possibly LASL could execute one shot in a Liberty hull instead.

Also, the possible LAL~

WWG on 27 December.

A memorandum

requirement for Liberty hulls will be discussed by the

from Herman Hoerlin and Dick Taschek to Bradbury dtd

26 December discusees” the LASLh~;~posed high altitude shot at” 1500 kilometers
Cu

or higher. This memo may never been sent to Bradbury or else it was extensively

re-written and revised after being received because the copy in the folder here

- has been changed quite a bit from the original. The memo notes the two planned

DOD tests and notes that the large yield and relat~vely low-altitude of the 400

Kilometer shot make it impossible to explore space diagnostic techniques

Vela capabilities to the fullest extent from an AEC standpoin-t with this

test. The major LASL objective in this proposed test should be to proof

weapons diagnostic system applicable to possible space testing beyond the

of appreciable geophysical “field coupling, ie, about 50,000 miles. It is

that the h~gah~r altitide will give much better experience in investigating space

diagnostics,

that this particular test is needed

AECfs objectives and notes that the

the LASL efforts as.well as Livermore putting its space di:agnos7ic capability to

the test. One appendix to this memo notes the technical advantages of deep spaced

testing as well as the political advantages.

and

particular

+est a

reg ion

noted

appl ications. LASL feels very strongly

in addition to the 400 ki Iometer test to the

Sandia Corporation would support and complement

The suggested modifications to the original..paper from Foster, Griggs, and Teller,

=4 I
es transmitted by Longmim in a 27 December letter, include the fOIIO~~U:

LA

The following par~raph indicates where they feel we have gotten to thm~h the morator-

ium and what we must do: “during the years of the moratorium the U.S. efforts were

mainly directed at smaller, “certifiable” impnxemcnts in our stockpile. We have not

been so mtive in taki~ the larger steps end risks which XEIXErequire verification by

testing. This has resulted in a considerable loss of momentum. In view of the present



Russieup~e, we cannot hope to keep w our undergroundtesting alone. It will take

an atmosphericnuclear test series to advancd to the present probable position of

Russian nuclear technology. By that time we may be faced with further Russian advances.

In case we are determinednot to accept a permanently inferiorposition in nuclear

.veepons,a vigorous and centhued effort is necess~. ” Finally; as for the Russisn

pxmgress in ABM and the problem that poses: “t&e steps to insure that Russisn adz.a,ces

and anti-missiletechniques do not overtake our ability to penetrate such defenses.

This requires rapid development of decoys that survive to low-slt it ude, espec ielly

for Polaris end Minuteman, working out of Salvo techniques for 141NU12ElWN,and the

development of precmor black-out routines. ”

It goes on to commend the efforts thus

far to gather data fmm aircrafton Soviet devices but notes that such

data is so important that all possible effort should go into improvi~ the quality of

this data in the future.

Here is a message from AFSWC to LASL and Livemore on 27 Dec. (specifically

to Wakefield,Wouters, Shearer,

calibrationsdrops off the West

and Goeckerman) on

Coast proposed for

2 additionalaircraft

Jan. 62. These are in
PK

addition to 2 already planned drops and will include the B-52 dropping an

instrumentedexpendableshape providedby Sandia. Observationfrom the C-130’S

will include DME, Sandia telemetry, and “some sort of photo flash or spotting

charge which will be useful in determining the height of burst and in aligning

diagnostic instrumentation.” Major Martin of AFSWC is the contactfor this if

the labs desire to participate.

_ A 27 December TWX from Reeves to various JTF task unit commanders notes that

planning requires immediate information on all addressees requirement\ for

construction effort and that such requirements be sent to Mr. Richard Mos”s, Pa

AEC Los Angeles; furthermore, the logistical ~upport criteria for each of the

users should be sent to Mr. J. B. Sanders, AEC Las Vegas.

.



A_27 December TWX from Bradbury to Betts requests DMA to arrange procurement

of Jarvis Island for detailed neutron flux distribution measurements on an XW50

surface test.

A~e&ernber~WX from Austin McGuire to Bill Ogle states that at the WWG meeting

that morning, the conclusion that LASL does not wish to retain the capability for .
g[

handling and firing unsafe devices in Liberty hulls on the open sea; but they prefe ‘(

to face operational problems of safing and unsafing mechanical Iy and wil I so plan.

A 2~ December TWX from AFSWC Test Directorate to Livermore and LASL notes there will

be 2 additional calibration drops by a B52 aircraft off the US West coast proposed

for the month of January 62, It is noted that Sandia will provide the drop cases

which will include distance measuring equipment, telemetry, and some sort of C74
photoflash or spotting charge. Major Martin is the AFSWC contact.

A 28 December TWX from E. H. Flem!~ 9 of LRL to the Commander of AFSWC gives the

predicted radiation exposures for air crews involved in the Livermore tests

proposed.

A 2~g,enb.gr letter from Jim Sugden to Col. W. A. Randall

information on the meeting of representatives from various

Vegas on 20 December to

Due to the lack of def

Pacific Operation, lit-

system and therefore a

discuss the communications for the

of DASA contains the

organizations in Las
CR

Pacific Operations

nition by JTF 8 for the locations and specifics of a

[e was felt could be planned for an effective Communications

major portion of the time was devoted to radio frequency

requirements and specifically to the needs of Sandia Corporation to order

equipment and know the teler%ry bands that would be used.

~27 DQTIVX from Bradbury to Betts mentions the planned surface shot
of an XW-50 X1Y2 to measure the neutron flux distribution and it is
presently planned to be done as a surface shot on Jarvis Island. Bradbury
requests that Betts arrange the procurement of Jarvis for that purpose and h
notify the lab of the Island’s availability by the first of the year.

A~e~A_rnemorandum for Gen. Betts and Dr. Gerald Johnson,the DOD Assistant

to the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy,covers the arrangements re-
garding the use of Christmas Island and is written by a Nr. Phillip J. Farley,
a Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Atomic Energy and Outer
Space. The cover letter notes that a tentative agreement with the United 4



Kingdom experts has been reached at Bermuda to govern the use of the
Christmas Island if it should be available in connection with the U.S.
atomic weapons tests. He requests that pending further communication

... with the British that these two gentlemen review the draft statement of
principles and advise Mr. Farley of their concurrence of their agencies
or of an; additional changes which appear desirable. The document is
entitled Statement of Principles - Use ~f Christmas Island in Connection
with United States Atomic \VeaponsTests and is dated, Bermuda, 12/21/61.
The statement states that Christmas Island would be used only in con-
nection with a test program of agreed general nature and purposes which

-would use either airdrops or balloon shots and that the U. S. would have
responsibility for control of the various aspects of the tests including
their selection, scheduling and timing and the application of safety
rules. The only direct position for the United Kingdom would be that
the Base Commander would be a member of the safety committee. The UK
government will take steps to assure the availability of such portions
of the island and surrounding safety zones as are necessary. The U. S.
may construct buildings and facilities as deemed necessary at their own
expense with the approval of major facilities and buildings coming from
the UK Base Commander. The UK would assist in providing security pro-
tection at Christmas Island. The U. S. in acco~dance with existing agree-
ments for cooperation will furnish or otherwise make available to the UK
detailed information concerning the tests making use of Christmas Island.
Further the U. S. would be responsible for dealing directly with any
claims due to loss or damage caused by such tests. Finally, all these
arrangements would be made without prejudice to either Nation’s claims
to sovereignty over Christmas Island.

Here’s a copy of a 27 December TWX from Goeckermann of ,LRL to DASA (General

Starblrd) on the subject of LRL requirements for diagnostic aircraft for *he

Pacific” Operation. The 19 December meeting of I-RL personnel wi

ls~referenced and the LRL position is stated here as follows:

A. For C130 Aircraft LRL does not have a requirement for an:add

Ci30 past the one that -is already assigned.

tional

B. For KC/C135 Aircraft,LRL does have a firm requirement for one of these as

a diagnostic aircraft and they would want to install instrumentation simiiar to

that furnished by LRL on the ASD Aircraft (-i27 ) used in project Speed Light,
;

in order to better understand this type of data. LRL anticipates using the

135 In several selec+ed LRL aid drops as well as the high altitude shots, but

do not object to sharing an aircraft with other DQD or AEC agencies providing it

would be avai iable for LRL use on some of their airdrops.



A meeting in Gen. Starbird’s Office held the same day , 27 Decemb:r, mciuueu—-

Musiin, Ogle, Reeves and J-Staff Members.
This was reported in Joint

Staff Memorandu #10 dated 28 December.
The main danger area was to be

Bti

a 400 mile by 600 mile rectangle located 300 miles south of Oahu.
A question

Bill Ogle was
about the range limitations of the B-57 Samplers was

raised.

very concerned th~b the samplers seem to be
operating at the extren~es of

their range with the danger area PLanned
to be where it was and the possibility

to the Hawaiian Islands was discussed.
The

of moving the shot points closer

large area of the danger area was not justified from a

of view but was based on an ope rational consideration

purely hazard point

to keep all ship

traffic far from a hazardous area and allow the Commander to fire at will.

A danger area for Jarvis Island would be a 250 by 400 mile rectangle with

Jarvis located in the northwest quadrant. Ogle felt that Jarvis Island was to

near to the northern and western limits of the danger area and it was agreed

that the danger area could be moved west to bring Jarvis 100 miles within

the border rather than only 75. Just as for Teak and Orange, the Johnston

Island danger area would provide protection on the surface for personnel

up to 400 nautical miles and at altitude out to 700 nautical miles. Project 201

was discussed and it was ascertained that its operating area was a rectangle

with Johnston as the center and comprising 1500 miles in an east-west direction

and 1200 miles in an north-south direction; it was anticipated that Project 201

would give way to our operations and thus this would not bc a problem. The

remainder of the meeting consisted of discussions centering. around questions . .

that were posed to Bill Ogle. As for the shipborne array, the need to identify

requirements for the various types of ships was brought forth, the need for

various technical personnel to be able to examine these ships as soon as possible

(possibly the next week) was noted, the need date for ships on the west coast



was discussed as to whether it should be 1 J7ebruary or 15 February as Ogle

thought was more appropriate, tile need for ships for shots was discussed

(it was decided that 6 ships were still required, which would bc towed to

Mare Island where H&N would prepare a room for the device and install

the radio equipment, after which three would be towed ‘to Pearl Harbor),

The problem of base surge from a high yield surface detonation was

discussed and 10 to 15 to 20 miles was felt to be a safe distance for a ship

. .
array, a discussion of the problem of inadvertent surface detonation of

the devices and the resultant requirement for

and Ogle felt that since the probability of such

a I*safety-lim” was discussed

a problem was like one in 104

thathe recommended that this be considered acceptable odds and that there ~

‘ be no requirement for such a safety-link. Partly because such a link would

have a lesser reliability than the pure system itself, and numerous other

problems.

. . ‘[
\

Documentation between BSD and AFSC and AFSWC on 27 and 28 December—.. .... . . .- .- -- ——--

addresses some planningbeing done by the Army (REDSTONE people) on

planned NIKE - ZEUS warhead testing to be conducted in the area of Kwajalein.

Aparently there are to be three separate ZEUS launches from Kwaj to place
B=

in each case a nuclear burst at about 80, 000 feet altitude and ahead of a re-

entering Mark V RV. The Air Force has apparently not been asked to

participatein thisprog=m at all at leastin the area of nuclear testingpersonnel

and agencies. Furthermore as for the Air Force nuclear testplanning a current

AFSIVC document proposes a three shot testseries which would follow FISI1 BOwL

and would define the blast effects at three separate ranges on a rc-entering

re - entry vehicle.

I
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. .
~!JTF-8 Joint Staff Memos , l! from December 1961 through February 1962.

These are a few of the so-called Joint Staff Memoranda iissued by JTF-8

and the first one in the folder is dated 28 December 1961. They are all
— -. -... . .

signed by Col. Mann, Chief of Staff of JTF-8. This Memorandum, Number 11,

documented a meeting of Task Force personnel on 27 December 1961. Among

those in attendance were Starbird, Mustin, Ogle, Mann, Parsons, etc.

Starbird listed a number of salient decisions made on the high altitude program

to date: That the THOR had been chosen for the booster; that there was a

possible increase in the number of events from two to three; that the earliest

shot date is 7 May but May slipped due to instrumentation availability;that

Systems Command was designating a Project Officer to handle preparations

for this series and be responsible to the Commander of JTF-8; that H&N

had begun advanced preparations on 26 December with equipment loading,

arrival of work crews on Johnston Island on 27 December, and beginning of

the H&N operation on Johnston Ikland on 3 January; and that Space Systems

Divis ion (SSD) would represent Systems Command in this program and not

AFSWC. The Air Force recommended

missile or AGE which would effect the

recommended against several different

against any changes in either the

THOR systems reliabilityand specifically

possibilitiessuch as the installation

of a nose pod, or the addition of a ~ystem to give separation of the booster ancl

the warhead on the lower high altitude shot. The Air Force indicated that

tracking the missile and performing the range safety functions were beyond

-37-



their capabilities and the Joint Task Force

4!W
AFSWC History Office

stated that initial inquiries with

PMR led them to believe that PMR could accept this responsibility. Air

Force offered to include a beacon on the missile to assist in tracking but

d
k<:

said this requirement would have to be on at an early date. The tail

pods discussed by AFSC which they could provide are conventional pods which

had previously been used on the ATLAS Program; the system includes the

ejection mechanism, recovery gear (including parachutes), and possibly a

Telemetry package Some of the discussion addressed the question of whether

the trajectories should take the detonation above Johnston Island or move it

significantly down range from Johnston Island and Starbird indicated that two

main rea sons gravitated against going downrange since this meant a vast

increase in danger area and also that the danger area would enc~mpass

populated i~lands not all of whichwere under U. S. control. As for the

availability of missiles, their distribution, and the disposition of spares the

of

following was stated: l!THOR production has stopped and all/ the remaining

operational THORS are committed to combat training launches

These launches are accomplished once every three months. It

to obtain enough of the missiles from this category and rebuild

with the B ritish.

may be possible

some older

R&13 types to fill out the remainder of the Combat Training Launch Program. . . . . . .

It was recommended “that all spare missiles be kept at Vandenberg rather

than dispersing thcm to Johnston. It is planned that, should the first confirmation

round, from Vandcnbc rg fail, a seconcl confirmation rouncl be firccl as soon as
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possible thereafter from Johnston rather than Vandenberg. . . . . . . . . lt was

recommended that two complete sets of missile spares be prepositioned at

Johnston since repair of the missiles on the island will not be feasible.“

As for the schedules for the THORS the following was set forth by the Air Force:

Pad 6 at Vandenberg would be assigned and work would begin on 6 January

with the pad being on the IOC configuration by 15 January when the first

missile would be available; six weeks thereafter the missile would be ready

for launch and 7 May would be scheduled for the first operational launch.

Ten days would be required to refurbish the pad and five days to prepare the
.

missile thus allowing a launch every 15 days after 7 May unless a major pad

repair was required. Douglas is

and is proceeding rapidly with the

designated CO1. E.A. Meyer, Jr.

Altitude Program.

already under contract with the Air Force

DOMINIC work. Systems Command

J to be their Project Officer on the High

A 28 Dec. letter from the Chief of DASA to the Commander of Systems Command
—— ““” ..

discusses the details of the preparations for the Thor high altitude tests just

9! covered at a 27 Dec. meeting between JTF–8, DASA, AFSC, SSD, AFSWC and Douglas.

1’
Some of the items covered were planning for the 2 shots on 15 May and 1 June; TF

recommendations against attempting to incorporate a powered nosepod, which would

require some other means of placing certain instrumentation; fin pods would be

provided by SSD similar to those now being procured from Convair; systems command

is awaiting imminent release of the necessary five missiles, which must be gotten

from those presently reserved to replace British tests; SFD indications that

separation of the booster from the warhead on a lower shot could be effective only

by a substantial system modification.
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Here are minutes of a meeting held in Las Vegas and chaired by Cgle on 28 December

61 on the sub,jectof overseas operations with the intent to clarify operational plans.

The politic al

be that there

1:62. Pursue

s~tuatio~ is summarized S “best information on Caristnx lslsn seems to

1

t. . .. -

is no disagreement on obtaining it for operations. ,
.

Final negotiations will pmb~ly not be completed until Januaw 15,

open sea plans

implies no barge operations.

until Christmas is in our hands. ‘i!entative agreement

‘I%eBritish are proposing that they have an izidividual.

on our saffe%ycouncil. We must not fo%-et.the possibility of getting Christmas

ls~~~ but ~ust plm for open sea.” As for Jarvis mmd, it is notecito have been

checked out

the AEC can

the control

and there are no objections to its use but it may be mid-Jamary before

firm up its availability. As for J.1., E & N is mov>~ out there with

moving to the Task Force about 15 l?e~ruary. AS of this date> the the

4/
Here is a 28 December memo

..-. .--—

P~/Pl high altitude weapons test

instrumentation to be carried on

kilometer shot and the very high

fzmm Coon to Hoerlin which is the first summary of the

prepmat ions program. These g~ups intend to prepare
/lly

Coon says that no attempt.will be made to instrument the fifty kilometer shot;

the main objective is to Cevelop czpzbility for space testing. Sandia %.s

assigned 16 NIKI--APACHErickets (eight per launch) to LASL2 which wXl_lbe launched

fmm Kauai. Sandia is also trying to procure two Journeyman zmckets for the

extremely high altitude event, to be launched from kguello, with the possibilityy

of using Javelins. The groups are aiming at 15 April as the ready date for having

their instrumentation in the field ready for launch.



I
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scale for the operation is noted to be unchanged, from 1 April thmtgh 15 June 62

with the high altitude shots sometime on or after 7 Mkqf. The tite for the Jervis

shot is 15 My. A discussion of the specific set-up of the Task Force with the

technical o~anizatious vas gone into in detail with the specific individuals fxnn

each Lib md contractor and their cotads withlinthe Task Force stai”fbeliagnsmeL

EG & G was given the responsibility of consolidate%” all of tiletire@ signals and

the individual named.is lIsxoldSauer. Vay Shelton has been asked to hesiia blast

prediction unit. The Task Force has requested six Libetiy Ships and csn get more

lists of the specific devices for each laboratory and a tentative date of firing/

antimethod of emplacement axe discussed witlnLivezmore having fi.f%eenshots ml

LASL hav~~ eight. Only Livermore is shown to have need possibly for shi-pswith

as many as four needed and perhaps only one if balloon shots can be done. In

discussing Jarvis lslandj the LASL requiraents to diagnose Vnis shot are noted snd

Livermore is looking into using it ~
..

after the LASL shot. This

latter test would ~qu.ire a balloon. !lheplan is to use B=ber’s Point i-pHawaii

for preps-~m the air d?mp devices as well as staging the sar@ers. Mention is

made of Ford Island. The tentative steging schedule for the ships is to lea~’e

the West Coast on 6 Mmch, arrive h Pearl Harbor on 12 IJtch end leave there on

22 Mkn?eh. A tentative ship array for the air drops is shown in a simple geometry

with the caxrier and two MSTS ships making the primary diagnostic measurements.

As for Christmas Island planning, the equipment being designed for the ships sbmld

be able to go on lead and Samiia is looking into balloon faci.litiesat Christmas

Isltido

. .



Another memo for the Chairman of the JCS from Gilpatric on 28 Dec. 62

increases the manpoi?er augmentation for JTl?-8.
He authorizes 58 officers and

74 enlisted men assigned to DASA as Headquarters of JTF-8 and an additional
Ci

i
assignment of 113 military personnel on a temporary duty basis.

t

WA 28 December TWX from Starbird to Ogle and Schuster aUUIGaaCa III= W=,,,,= ..,. i

the previous day which apparently had to do with a boos?er for the high altitude
,

shots and Starbird states that “he would send a letter to the Systems Command

Immediately requesting

first and second shots

Booth and covered the

a number of points and

a change in the target dafes to 15 May and I June for the %

respectively. The letter to AFSC went from General

I items of agreement. As for the high altitude tests C& ‘f
questions are made by Starbird as follows:

.

“;

A. Question exists as to whether a nosepod should be incorporated

B. Question exists as to whether the experiment can accept having the booster”

still attached

c. Question as to the organizational responsibilities for those putting

instrumentation into the pods and Starbird’s opinion that the DASA proposal

of using separate contractors can only work if a knowledgeable Convair

or Douglas man are sitting continual ly in the shop of those charged with

integrating the shot payload

D. Question of what payload will be carried in the pods on the Vandenberg

Systems test and whether recovery should reattempted.

E. Question of who is responsible for telemetry in the Vandenberg test for

fusing and firing component behavior.

Further Starbird notes that Must~n is trying to arrange a meeting at PMR for

8 January with Ray anti Schuster in attendance and a Mr. Hendrix. Starbird is

planning tQ talk with Kiley at Field Command on 4 January and requests Ogle

join him there.

I



A J!8 De6 emo from Col. Banks to Gen. i3ettscovers briefly some of the
items discussed with Bill Ogle of LASL with Gen. Starbird present on
27 Dec. 61. The question of the availability of Jarvis Island was raised
and it was pointed out that although this was presently being considered
by the AEC and appeared to offer no problem to the Department of State,
that actual approval had not yet been received. It was confirmed that
only one shot, a surface shot, was planned for Jarvis. Ogle noted that
so little is known “ofelectromagnetic effects that LASL planned to make
EM measurements on the surface shot at Jarvis. The status of negotiations #’
for Christmas Island was discussed with Ogle emphasizing that even if it
could not be used for shots, it would be most helpful as a base for sar,pler
aircraft. The limitation that no barge shots could be fired from Christmas
Island was of considerable concern to Ogle,who pointed out that ships could
be located as far as 10 miles from shore and that he was pretty .confident
that contamination would go out to sea and that other problems could be
taken care of. In subsequent discussion after this meeting, Col. Anderson
of DNA pointed out that barge shots would be permissible if conducted off
shore so that the island contamination could he avoided. Dr. Ogle felt
that it would be desirable for the U. S. Hydrographic people to measure
the water currents around Christmas Island since such measurements had never
been made. Ogle advised that there was a very real problem being encoun-
tered by the military in finding ships other than the CVS appropriate for

airdrop support. The Joint Task Force, it was noted, has asked ;~-~~S_helton,
of LRL to put together
different laboratories
sider such problems as

to the JTF. Ogle asked

a safety committee with representatives from t~e”=\’c?”
and DASA and other appropriate organizations to con- 1

blast, fallout and tsunamis and be an advisory group

about the likelihood of a surface test beinp
“

authorized at NTS and M. Gale of DNA said that this looked as firm as
any noting the Dr. Brownls letter to the President had given justification
for both the two high altitude shots at Johnston and the surface shot at
the NTS. Gale further discussed a number of items of funding and personnel #
hiring authorizations.

I

A 28 Dece-rnber TWX from AFSWC to AFESD at Hanscom Field and to.Westervelt of LASL

notes that Westervelt is going to Hanscom Field on 4 January to inspect the KC135

tail Number 131 for suitability for LASL’S use.



A ~9~c. TWX from the Commander-in-Chief of PACAF. to Gcn. Starbird
addresses the transfer of responsibility for J. I. support from PACAF to
the JTF. Among other things, the PACAF Cominander requests that the

arrangements for transfer and assumption of complete operational control
by the JTF Task Group be earlier than Gen. Starbird had proposed in the

neighborhood of 10 Jan. but not later than lS.Jan. Further, the PACAF
Commander notes that there are a number of programs with priorities from

various military organizations which are presently being supported by
PACAF and that JTF would be assuming responsibility for support of these

programs as negotiated with the various users.

.
~8~;<- A Q ~ l= letter from Cen. Samuel of JTF-8 to Gen. Grecr of Space

Systems Div. of AFSC proposes a new agreement between AFSC and JTF-8
:m~ ‘J for the period of operation of Dominic. Need for the proposal seems to

be some planned operations of SSD in the area south of Hawaii and around
c?eP Johnston Island which mi~ht conflict with and cause hazard to Dersonnel

/4.

4’!)
during the atmospheric t~st operations. Therefore, the propos~l in brief
outlines the danger areas and the dates bracketing the possible tests
series and would have SSD agree to have personnel and activities out of
the area during these times. There is a great deal of correspondence
in the January, 1962 time period addressing the aircraft requirements
of the laboratories for diagnostics and sampling. There is discussion
of the capabilities of the KC-135 versus the C-31O that has been already
made available to LASL.

~ A 29 December TWX from Chief of DA.SA to Bi I I Ogle notes that the MSTS ships_. ... .. ..

will be available in San Francisco as follows: The USNS Kimbrough, 28 December

to 31 December; USNS Miller, 28 December to 2 January; and USNS Pendleton, Ca

13 to 16 January.

29 December

B

- Herets’ a 29 December
——-———————

J“fF-8letter to SSD (AFSC) proposing an agreement to have ~
SSD activities out of the J.I., south of Hawaii area
during nuclear testing.

TWX from Reeves to LASL and Livermore and Sandia on the

subject of use ccxir:,ittee advise for Reeves is requesting the con-

currence and/or recommendations of the committee for using Area 5 in Frenchman’s

Flat for accomplishing the DOD experiment called for which executive

approval has been granted Cu

—

to prepare and plan. The expected ready date is

29 May 62, the primary mission is the measurement of electromagnetic effects
.

and comments by the Use Commit-tee are needed by 5 January. I

;
- A .29 Dccem~q TWX from Paul Guthals to General McCorkle at the Weapons Center

}
notes some preliminary estimates for al Iowable exposures for the sampling

aircraft aircrews. Guthals notes that at a later date the more correct

exposure data wi II be published as part of the detailed mission requirement.

(~
2



Here is a document received on 29 Dec.

Fishbowl High Altitude Weapons Effects Test

from DASA, which is entitled, “Operation

at Johnston Island,” and is numbered

DASA 58629. The documents gives some details of the two events (Starfish and

Bluegill) The warheads
H!!

-zL@v-
and instrumentation pods are to be carried by suitably modified boosters and

conducted under JTF-8 control. The purpose of the test is listed as satisfying

urgent JCS stated requirements for weapons effects data and includes data on ICBPf

kill xnechanisms, ABM effectiveness, etc. There is no

application or space testing techniques as a purpose

cost of the two tests, including the carrier system,

the

the

scientific programs, is 41.3 million dollars, of

mention of any Vela program

of the test. The estimated

the measurement systems, and

which about 18 million is for

Thor and the pods and the associated launch system. The four general categories

of scientific program to be supported by the DOD are blast and shock measurements;

nuclear radiation and effects; electric magnetic phenomena and effects on military

equipment; and thermal radiation and effects. Specifics of the scientific data

gathering programs are contained in this document, along with the approximate costs,

and the sponsoring agencies and individuals involved.

The letter transmitting this document, came from Gen. Booth, Commander of DASA,

and gives Field Command, DASA, most of the control of the specifics and funding of

these tests.

;

29 Dec. 61, J-12 Report: Wendall Biggers reports “Preliminary design of

f!!r
equipment d neutron flux and sprectrum measurements is preceding assuming a

surface shot for the XM-50 X1Y2.
BY

Both water and land shots are considered in this

design. Experiments are being conducted to ascertain methods of shock mounting

nuclear emulsions so as to recover thenat distances like 200 ft. from a

shot ship board.”



A ~December TWX fnorn Headquarters AFSWC to the 552 AEW and C Wing at
--- J

McClellan A’ir Force Base in California is in relation to the air drop practice

missions which have been flown and are planned for January of 1962. The

planning for the test series now includes the concept of using floating targets

as aiming points which would result in changes to pre%ious aray and control

“concepts and thus 8 or 9 January is to be a conference for personnel to discuss

the various aray and positioning procedures with this organization.

A 29 December TWX from AFSWC to Barbers Point presents what they consider

a reasonably firm listingof the aircraft to be based at Barbers Point which

will be : 12 B57B’s, 8 B57D’s, 2 B52’s, 2 G130’s, 1 C135, probably 1 C118. ZZlll?

A 29 December TWX from AFSWC to DASA discussed the need for JTF8 and
———

in particular Task Group 8.3 to assist in the air drop aray and the floating

target discussions. It is desired that a meeting be set up as soon as possible

to discuss the possibilities of a practice mission with the Navy positioning a

target in the open ocean off the West Coast.

A 29 Dece~mber TWX from the Chief of DASA to a number of organizations-and
- ——— —.—.—

contractors involved in FISH BOWL presents ddtailed questions and subjects

to be covered at a FISH BOWL planning meeting chai red by Field Command
l!llz

at Sandia Base on 5 January 1962.
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A 29 13ec~ emo for record within AFSWC notes that over the telephone

the Air Force has approved the use of four KC135’S for DOMINIC. These wiII

include two from AFSC (one of these is the ESD aircraft) and two from SAC.

A 30 December TWX from Chief DASA to AFSWC statesthatthe radar reflectors

and radio

San Diego

San Diego

beacon ass emblies for the target rafts should be sent to the Navy at
8s

for installation on the target pontoon. Plans are for a test at sea in the

area when the pontoon is ready in the latter half of January.

\ 31 December TWX from the Commander of JTF8 to AFSWC and Task Group
-...~ ,.

1.3 addresses the modifications to the targets and the tests that would be required

o ready the targets for use in the Pacific. They cover generally testing out the

82
‘.oatation gear, testing the radar i-eflectors, transponders, and lighting systems,.

kc. Furthermore the Air Force when this test can be performed is to provide

52’s at several appropriate angles

:pabilities of locating this target.

ask Group 8. 3.

of approach and alti tudes to best test out the

The overall target preparation is under

/96/+

Through the end of Dec. , Gen. Booth continues to correspondence concerning

Fishbowl with the Air

JTF-8 can’t take such

sent to Gcn. Schriver

—-, --- 3$Force more or less in place of Gcn. Starbird since perhaps .

an open role

of Air Force

that DASA is reconsideringthe need

yet. Details of Fishbowl’s discussions are

Systems Command on 28 Dcc. and include the fact

for a nose pod. The details are essentially —

those of a JTF-8 staff memorandumreporttngon a 27 Dec. 61 meeting.



A great desl of correspondence frum late 61 through the first half of 62 P?

addresses the redoing of TG57 e~eritnents which had to do with plutonium scavenging

and disperal

experiments,

e~ertientsj

than none be

safety. Sandia and others note tlnateven though following the 57

the Nuclear Safety Working Gwoup recommended that there be more TG57

several peop%e includimg Mel 14errittJand Jay Shreve of Sandia suggested

undertaken. However$

Here is a copy of the “Memorandum of Understanding Cove ring Administrative,

Financial, and Scientific Collaboration Arrangements For The Use of Christmas

Island by The United States Government in Connection With The Programme

of Nuclear Tests Discussed By The President and Prime Minister at Burmucla,

December 1961. “ This Memo of Understanding apparently was the official

agreement that was signed to establish coordination and control arrangements

between the two governments.


